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Abstract

Composite bonded scarf repairs were examined by experimentally measuring and analytically predicting the residual curing strains and strains due to mechanical loading. To accomplish this a three prong approach was used: a full strain field through a repaired laminate’s thickness was measured for both a loaded specimen and a specimen with the residual strain released, models were developed for comparison to both states, and data was collected for large tensile test specimens at various stages of being scarf repaired. A ~14:1 straight scarfed one-inch wide specimen was used to collect Moiré interferometry data to measure a full field strain due to mechanical loading and strain release. A three-dimensional thermo mechanical linear elastic analysis using an Air Force Research Laboratory in-house stress analysis program B-Spline Analysis Method (BSAM) results were correlated to the Moiré interferometry test results. Three large tensile test specimens were tested as manufactured, three were tested with a scarfed hole in the center, and the remaining were tested with a scarf repair centered on a hole in the center. The strain gage results from the panels are presented. An additional feature of this work was to document each of the difficulties present in the given methods incorporated in this research.
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EXPERIMENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE SCARF JOINT

I. Introduction

Motivation

Programs to extend the life of the aging Air Force fleet will undoubtedly have an increasing reliance on adhesively bonded repairs and the life expectancy of the adhesive repairs will need to be extended. The use of adhesively bonded composite patches on curved surfaces is pervasive for maintaining and repairing both composite and metallic structures. In particular, the repair of advanced stealth aircraft requires the use of flush patches that do not change the outer mold line of the aircraft. Restoration of the stiffness and strength of composite aircraft structures with flush scarf or step lap repairs is an enabling technology for maintaining fleet readiness. Further understanding of the scarf joint is needed to continue to make repairs easier, better, and more cost effective.

Background

A composite scarf joint is a bond between two separate laminates, where the bondline is at a set angle between the two laminates. This joint is used to maintain a high strength while joining two adherends. The scarf repair is a patch that is bonded into the parent material using a scarf joint. A scarf repair gains back much of the original parent laminates strength, while still maintaining the parent laminate’s surface contour.
Research on composite scarf joints or repairs has been addressed using many different experimental and analytical tools. Traditional methods, such as testing structures after a repair has been made and analysis methods such as classical laminate plate theory, have been used for a long time. More recently, finite element modeling and other modeling methods have been applied to the understanding of the complexities of the scarf joint.

Knox, Chotard and Charalambides (2001) are good examples of research on scarf joints through experimentation. Knox studied glass-reinforced epoxy piping systems that used composite tapered pipe joints during assembly of the system. Scarfed pipes were tested under a bending load and uniaxial tension, with the experimental results compared to a finite element model consisting of layers of orthotropic homogeneous lamina and an isotropic adhesive layer. The finite element code made reasonable predictions on the failure and demonstrated failure in both the adhesive and composite. Chotard and others (2001) proposed using external scarf patches on pultruded structures as a low cost method of regaining most of the structures strength, possibly more than 85% of the strength of an undamaged structure, after four point bending static and fatigue testing on numerous specimens. Testing showed that, depending on the load geometry, the 85% strength restoration percentage was achieved. Charalambides and others (1998a) also studied static and fatigue loading properties in flat panels. Properties from large undamaged panels were compared to large panels with centrally located repairs. He discovered that static properties were similar, but fatigue properties were inferior in the repaired panels. At the same loading, the repaired panels were only able to last to a few percent of the load cycles that a parent panel did. After testing, multiple finite element
models were created that matched the experimental results from the static and fatigue studies on flat panels. The material properties of the laminate were modeled in two different ways; the first treated the composite as a homogeneous orthotropic material with smeared properties and the other model gave orthotropic and anisotropic properties to each ply depending on fibre orientation (Charalambides and others, 1998b).

Simplified models have also been developed to further understand and predict the failure and properties of a scarf joint. Baker and others (2004:317-319) mentions a simple strength of materials analysis calculation of shear stresses in scarf joints, Figure 1, when the stiffness and coefficient of expansion is similar in the adherends.

![Figure 1. Simple strength of materials analysis of a scarf joint (Baker, 2004:317)](image)

Here \( t \) is thickness of laminate, \( \theta \) is the scarf angle, \( P \) is the applied load on the laminate, \( \sigma_r \) is the uniform normal stress, \( \tau \) is the uniform shear stress, \( \tau_P \) is the shear stress in the elastic condition, \( \sigma_u \) is the ultimate normal stress, and \( P_{\text{max}} \) is the ultimate applied load. A
simple algebraic formula was developed that set a lower bond approximation for
properties of a scarf joint by Hart-Smith (1973):

$$\frac{\tau_{av}}{\tau_p} = etr(1) + \frac{[1 + etr(1)]therm(1)}{\lambda L} + \frac{a}{L} \left\{ 1 - etr(1) \right\} - \frac{[1 + etr(1)]therm(1)}{\lambda L} \right\} \quad (1)$$

where $\tau_{av}$ is average adhesive shear stress in psi, $\tau_p$ is plastic (maximum) adhesive shear stress in psi, $etr(1)$ is adherend extensional stiffness ratio, $therm(1)$ is a non-dimensional adherend thermal mismatch coefficient, $\lambda$ is exponent of elastic shear stress distribution (in$^{-1}$), $L$ is the overlap or bond length in inches, and $a$ is the extent of plastic stress state in adhesive at the end of the bonded joint in inches. The Federal Aviation Administration commissioned a report by Ahn and Spinner (2000) to develop models and computer programs in MATLAB to predict the failure of bonded joints using data from testing various joints to failure. The failure trends from the model matched the failure trends from the experimental testing, but the absolute load values at failure did not match. The models developed were recommended for design guidelines and not for actual failure value predictions.

Classical laminate plate theory has also been used to model composite adhesive-bonded joints. Using this theory and an adhesive linear elastic constitutive model, Zou and others (2004) predicted solutions for bonded single lap and single strap joints in composites that are balanced and symmetric. These results compared favorably to finite element modeling. Mortensen and Thomsen (2002) developed a unified approach for adhesive bonded joints modeling the adherends as beams or wide plates in cylindrical bending and the composite adherends as generally orthotropic laminates using classical laminate theory. The approach was verified by comparing with finite element models.
From these studies and others, it should be noted that finite element analysis is often used as a comparison to experimental data or as a verification of other modeling techniques. In 2004, a new modeling approach in finite element analysis, the NISA program, was investigated that models bonded composite scarf joints through a two-dimensional plane stress approach maintaining the laminated nature of the composite adherends. Failure predictions of composite joints under tensile loading from this new method were compared favorably to published experimental results for various scarf angles (Odi and Friend, 2004).

Three-dimensional analysis methods have been developed to analyze composites. Hinrichsen and Palazotto (1986) developed a quasi-three-dimensional finite element analysis that allowed for large rotations of the structure, but restricted the element to small strains. The comparison of linear and nonlinear predictions in thick orthotropic plates from published analytical and numerical results verified the model. Another 3-D finite element stress analysis by Soutis and Hu (1998) used in conjunction with a simple closed form solution for a composite scarf joint type bonded repair was used to predict failure loads. If the joint is subjected to uniaxial compression, the finite element analysis model predicted more than 80% undamaged strength recovery by setting an optimal scarf angle of 7°. The model was in good agreement with experimental strength data.

The use of cubic spline basis functions in the development of a finite element code has also been employed for predicting through-the-thickness displacement values for a composite plate (Hinrichsen and Palazotto, 1988). The cubic spline maintains consistent interlaminar shear strains by insuring compatibility of lamina interface displacements and their first and second derivatives. Iarve (1996) furthered the use of
splines by modeling a hole in a AS4/3501-6 laminate under uniaxial tension with a polynomial spline approximation. He used the cubic spline for not just through the thickness calculations, but in all three orthogonal directions. The results in a three-dimensional full field solution were validated in the vicinity of the hole’s edge and showed excellent agreement to observed interlaminar stresses (Iarve, 1996). Using the program developed by Iarve and others, called the B-Spline Analysis Method or BSAM for short, Bowman (2001) modeled the residual stresses at the edge of a two layer composite composed of an adhesive layer and metallic layer. The experimental method used to validate the model was a technique called Material Removal for Free Edge Evaluation (MRFEE). The material at the edge was removed layer-by-layer while using Moiré interferometry to measure displacements caused from releasing residual curing strains with each layer. The three-dimensional full field model, using BSAM, was compared to the experimental results with excellent correlation (Bowman, 2001). The Moiré interferometry data is taken at the surface of the material and therefore contains a large amount of edge effects or deformation resulting from the three-dimensional nature of the material. Because of this, a three-dimensional model is needed for comparison, precluding a more simple a plane strain calculation being used.

Further use of Moiré interferometry and the BSAM was done at Air Force Research Laboratory’s Materials Directorate. A bonded lap joint with IM6/3501-6 quasi-isotropic adherends was modeled and the predictions were compared to measurements of residuals free-edge strains taken with Moiré interferometry (Schoeppner, Mollenhauer, and Iarve, 2004). The techniques developed and demonstrated by Bowman (2001) Schoeppner, Mollenhauer and Iarve (2004) were followed for this thesis.
Problem Statement

The objective of this thesis is to analytically predict and experimentally measure the strains due to mechanical loading and the residual curing strains in a composite bonded scarf repair. To accomplish this a three prong approach was used: a full strain field through a repaired laminate’s thickness was measured for both a loaded specimen and a specimen with localized residual strain released, models were developed for comparison to both states, and data was collected for large tensile test specimens at various stages of being scarf repaired.

Overview of Thesis

Chapter 2 contains a summary of the methods used to create the specimens for Moiré interferometry testing and the large panel tensile testing specimens. Twelve unidirectional tape [+45/0/-45/90], composite laminate panels approximately 24” by 12” were made of IM6/3501-6 and cured per the manufacturer’s recommended cure cycle. Three one-inch tensile Moiré interferometry test coupons were manufactured with a 1:20 scarf angle in the middle of the coupon using FM 300-05M adhesive to bond the joint. A diffraction grating was then applied to the edges of the coupons in the region of the bondlines. Ten 22.5” by 5.24” tensile testing specimens were prepared from the 24” by 12” panels: three were virgin, three were circular scarfed at a 1:20 angle in the center, and four were scarfed and repaired. The scarfing of the panels was done using a scarfing machine, which allows for repeatability. For the repair, each of the removed plies was replaced with a repair ply of the same orientation creating a patch, which was co-bonded
on to the specimen using FM 300-05M film adhesive. All the specimens were tabbed and strain gages were applied.

Chapter 3 compares the free-edge strain field results from the tensile loading of the one-inch scarfed tensile test specimen to the BSAM model. Moiré interferometry data was collected for one of the specimens in both an unloaded and loaded state for mechanical loading strain calculations. The strains were calculated and compared to a three-dimensional thermo-mechanical linear elastic analysis performed using an Air Force Research Laboratory in-house stress analysis program B-Spline Analysis Method (BSAM). A model was generated to match the mechanically loaded case and some correlation was shown, specifically with the critical shear strain measurements.

Chapter 4 compares the results of Moiré interferometry residual strain data collected from the one-inch scarfed tensile test specimens to a BSAM model. A Moiré tensile testing specimen was cut in the bondline region through the thickness to locally release the residual curing stresses. Moiré interferometry data was taken before and after cutting, which was used to calculate the residual strains. Additional BSAM models were created to collectively represent the strain changes in the specimen due to cutting. Some correlation was shown, though large signal noise limited the matching between data sets.

Chapter 5 discusses the results from tensile testing to failure of the large tensile testing specimens. Strain gage data was analyzed and the data was analyzed preliminarily. The results followed the expected results.

In Chapter 6, conclusions and recommendations for follow-on work are given.
II. Methodology

Straight Scarf Specimens

For testing the load and residual strains in a laminate, one-inch by ten-inch straight scarf joint tensile test specimens were prepared and tested with Moiré interferometry. A further explanation of Moiré interferometry is included in Chapter 3. During the manufacturing sequence, the material was laid up and cured prior to being scarfed and then bonded back together with an adhesive film. The bonded panels were then cut to the proper dimensions. A diffraction grating was bonded to the edge of the specimens in preparation for Moiré data collection. Testing procedures for the loaded specimen are explained. After collection of mechanical load data, the tensile specimen was then cut to a two inch length in preparation for residual strain Moiré measurements. The test steps for the residual Moiré data collection are outlined.

Panel Manufacture

Twelve 12 inch by 24 inch panels were laid up using IM6/3501-6 epoxy pre-impregnated carbon fiber unidirectional tape orienting the fibers of the lamina to \([45/0/-45/90]_s\), with a total thickness of 0.044”. A Teflon porous peel ply, and Teflon nonporous ply were placed on either side of the layups. The layups were placed on a tool plate, to ensure flatness of the final specimen. Bleeder and breather clothes were placed over the Teflon covered layups to ensure uniform vacuum transfer during curing. Vacuum bags with an edge sealant, or a special double-sided tape, were used to seal the encased layups to the tool plate (Figure 2 and Figure 3).
The layups were cured in pairs, using the manufacturer’s recommended autoclave cure cycle of applying vacuum, ramping the temperature at five degrees Fahrenheit per minute to 250°F, holding for one hour, pressurizing to 100 psi, ramping at five degrees Fahrenheit per minute to ~350°F, maintaining for two hours, then cooling down the
layups at five degrees Fahrenheit to 100° F and release pressure. The cured panels had no major internal flaws as determined by ultrasonic C-scanning. A visual inspection verified no major surface flaws, and revealed a minor flaw in one panel to be discussed later.

**Specimen Manufacture**

One panel was randomly selected (from the panels that appeared to have no minor flaws) to be used for manufacturing of the straight scarfed coupon specimens. This panel was trimmed on all edges by approximately a half inch, to eliminate the epoxy rich edges as well as the flashing generated during autoclave curing. The panel was cut with a wet diamond bladed radial arm saw into four equal sections measuring approximately five inches wide by ten inches long. Careful attention was taken to panel aligning the panel for cutting, using the top 45° ply to ensure the panel edges were cut at 0° and 90°.

In order to create an idealized scarf joint for testing, one of the one-inch wide edges of each coupons was ground at an angle of 1:20, thereby creating the scarf angle. This scarf angle was selected because it is commonly used in composite repairs on aircraft. Since the thickness of the laminate was approximately 0.04”, or 0.005” per ply, the length of the scarf from the tip of the scarf to the top ply of the laminate was anticipated to be approximately 0.8 inches. Matching pairs of scarfed sections were created, maintaining the top ply’s fiber orientation on both sides of the joint. To do this, one section was scarfed from the bottom and the matching section was scarfed from the top as illustrated in Figure 4.
In order to increase the precision of the scarf angle, an attempt was made to have the sections machine ground, but this created unsatisfactory results. The sections had scarfs that were not at a constant angle and the top ply was damaged from scoring the surface, marking the scarf’s anticipated termination. During sanding, plies were removed causing the laminate to become unsymmetric in the scarf region. The unsymmetric nature of the laminate induces a bending extension coupling, due to residual curing stresses. During the original machine grinding, the sections were not held flat and the laminate tip tended to bend upward, which caused more material to be removed from the tip, resulting in a non-uniform scarf angle. The method that was finally used to obtain satisfactory scarf angles was hand scarfing. The laminates were taped to the backing plate. Using metal guides to maintain the scarf angle, a sanding block was rubbed back and forth on the edge of the laminate, as shown in Figure 5. During hand sanding the laminate remained flat due to the backing plate due to the double-sided tape and an acceptable scarf angle was obtained. The final angle was approximately 1:13.6. Even though this was a lower than expected scarf angle, because the exposed plies were fairly consistent in length over the width of the section, which revealed that the scarf angle was constant over the width, the new scarf angle was deemed acceptable. Hand scarfing a straight panel took approximately four hours for the first panel and three hours for each panel afterward.
FM 300-05M was selected to bond the two matching sections together. The main reasons for selection were 1) availability and 2) the adhesive is a 350°F cure system, which allows co-curing the repair patch for 350°F cure composite resins. The adhesive film was cut to match the scarfed sections width. An anticipated adhesive length was calculated to be 0.88” using the designed angle of the scarf, anticipated thickness of cured adhesive, and the average measured thickness of the laminate, all shown in Figure 6. But length needed to be modified due to the measured scarf angle being lower (1:~13.63) than the desired scarf angle and the variation of the scarf angle across the width, both of which were due to manual hand sanding variability. Overlaying the matched sections created a length of 0.88”, which is reasonable when compared to the desired scarf length. Additionally, if more than the needed amount of adhesive was applied, the excess would flow out of the joint, thereby maintaining the bondline thickness.
Each bond surface had been sanded during scarfing, but further surface preparation was needed prior to bonding. The surfaces were wiped with dry, clean, lint free paper until the paper came away clean. The surfaces were solvent then wiped with acetone.

To keep the two adherend sections and the adhesive from shifting during autoclave curing, a jig was made, shown in Figure 7. The jig held the sections in both the horizontal and vertical directions maintaining parallel scarfed edges. The jig was placed on a tooling plate and a caul plate was placed on the top of the panel to keep the panel from warping during autoclave curing.

Figure 7. Jig to align and stabilize straight scarfed panels during autoclave curing

The adhesive was autoclave cured according to manufacturer’s recommended cure cycle, as follows: apply 45 psi pressure, 90-minute ramp to 350° F, and hold for 60 minutes.

Approximately ¼” on the edges of the bonded sections were removed; to avoid possible edge effects in the specimens from the adhesive curing cycle. These edge pieces were examined under the microscope and used to verify the bondline thickness and scarf angle. After curing, the sections were cut into three specimens for tensile loaded Moiré testing. Each of the three specimens were one inch wide and ten inches long with the scarf bond region at the mid length, following the recommendation from ASTM D-
3039M for tensile testing specimens. A photograph taken with the microscope was used to measure the bondline and scarf angle by comparing pixel counts to pixel counts of the thickness of the laminate, which is a known value. The bondline was of uniform thickness in the center of the joint, but the top and bottom of the bondline expanded in thickness, which can be seen in Figure 8.

![Figure 8. Photograph of the bondline viewed through the thickness](image)

**Application of Diffraction Grating**

As part of the process of applying a diffraction grating, the three specimens were prepared for bonding. The set of specimens with spacers between each specimen were clamped together. The side edges of all the specimens were aligned to make sure they were all on the same plane and were perpendicular. The specimens were wet sanded together to ensure that each edge was flat, uniform, and had minimal rounding of the through the thickness edge. A piece of sand paper was placed on a flat surface and the specimens were drawn across the wet sandpaper. When all of the edge surfaces were being sanded, then the surface was considered flat enough to continue the process. The specimens were dried at 100°C under vacuum for a few hours. Next, the edge surfaces were cleaned of debris and carbon dust with lens paper and acetone, until the lens paper no longer showed debris and the surface appeared clean.

Adhesive is applied to the surface of the specimens to mimic the shape of the diffraction grating (Figure 9) when the grating mold is placed on it. SK-9 Lens Bond, an ultraviolet (UV) light cured adhesive, was applied to wet the surface. A cross line
diffraction grating mold with 1200 lines per mm was placed on the edges of the specimens using orientation alignment marks as indicated in Figure 10.

Figure 9. Microscopic photograph of a diffraction grating provided by David Mollenhauer, AFRL

Figure 10. Diffraction grating being applied to specimens using SK-9 Lens Bond

An attempt was made to cure the adhesive, but due to the presence of oxygen near the edges, the adhesive was unable to be cured even with a high intensity and extended exposure to the curing UV lamp. This same problem had occurred on other specimens
made earlier, but only near the edges of the much wider surface. The specimens were very thin, and therefore oxygen was able to penetrate over the entire specimen. To apply a different adhesive, the surface had to be re-prepared per the method described above. Another adhesive, PC-10C that cures at room temperature, was then prepared for application. Per manufacturer’s directions, PC-10C was mixed in correct ratios per weight with a hardener (PCH-10C) and debulked in a centrifuge, removing as many bubbles as possible. After coating the specimens with the adhesive, the set of three specimens was placed on another diffraction grating mold previously coated with a thin aluminum layer, making sure to align the grating with the specimens’ edges. When the grating adhesive was completely cured, bubbles remained in the adhesive degrading the image of the diffraction grating on the specimens. Since this adhesive left a large flashing, or bonding adhesive on the side of the specimen thereby increasing the width of the specimen edges, the surface area became large enough to cure the SK-9, a UV cured adhesive. Therefore the surface was prepared a third time, making sure to not remove the flashings left from the PC-10C adhesive. With the additional surface area from the flashing, the diffraction grating surface was successfully placed on the specimen. Since the adhesive is visually transparent, photographs through a microscope were taken that could later be matched to the Moiré interferometry data results.

The gratings on the specimens’ edges were then coated with a thin layer of aluminum using vapor deposition. Aluminum was evaporated in a high vacuum chamber where the specimens had been placed with the diffraction grating in direct line with the reservoir of aluminum. More detail on vacuum deposition can be found in *High Sensitivity Moiré* (Post and others, 1994:24).
Moiré Interferometry Testing Under Tensile Loading

The following is an overview of the procedures used to collect the Moiré interferometry data, which was used to determine the full field strains on the edges of the specimen. A specimen was placed into a special load fixture (Figure 11) being held by wedge grips, with one side of the grips mounted to a load cell and the other to a loading screw.

By turning the screw a tensile load could be applied and monitored through the load cell. The fixture was aligned to the Moiré interferometer, centering the scarf joint in the center of the intersection of the lasers. A fine alignment between the laser and the diffraction grating was then performed, minimizing the quantity of fringe patterns in the null state, or a condition of the specimen that is used as a baseline condition. A comparison of the fringe patterns at a null state with the fringe patterns at a loaded state, or any state where the change to the specimen from the null state is the effect that is trying to be measured,
will provide the strain data caused by the loading of the specimen. Looking at the fringe pattern, a minor flaw in the diffraction grating was located as a reference for aligning the specimen between data collection, thereby maintaining the area being collected between states. Additionally, a major diffraction grating flaw was visually located and camera pixel locations recorded, to be used to align the data collected with the photograph of the surface. This would allow correlation of the results with actual features on the specimen.

A slight misalignment of the panels during autoclave curing caused a slight bend in the specimen. After the specimens were cut from the panel, the bend was noticeable. The bend caused the middle of the specimen to be about half the laminate thickness above the ends of the ten-inch long specimen. After a 50 lbf tensile load was applied to stabilize the specimen and straighten some of the bend in the specimen, data for a null field were taken in both the axial (x direction) and through the thickness (z direction). The fixture was then moved slightly, to view an adjoining area and collect null field data. From the one-inch wide strength testing specimens, which is noted in the Appendix A, an ultimate load of approximately 4000 lbf was determined. Taking into account that the joint was bonded and therefore decreases the strength, the expected ultimate load was decreased by 20 percent. Also, a factor of safety of four was applied to assure the specimen did not break during the Moiré test. The applied load was 1050 lbf, which was applied to the first specimen, resulting in some cracking at a load of approximately 800-900 lbf. Specimen cracking would relieve some of the residual stress, and therefore this specimen’s data was rejected for Moiré analysis. The load for the second Moiré specimen was then lowered to the 550 lbf and test data was taken for both areas and directions.
Moiré Interferometry Testing for Residual Strain

The ten-inch scarf specimen was cut down to two inches long to fit into the existing residual strain testing jig, Figure 12. From the ten-inch specimen, the scarfed joint was centered for cutting out of the two-inch specimen.

![Image of Moiré interferometry residual strain testing jig](image)

**Figure 12. Photo of the Moiré interferometry residual strain testing jig**

The jig is designed to hold the smaller specimen in a consistent location, even after it has been removed and then reinserted.

The smaller specimen after being placed in the jig had null field data taken from the same area that was used in the earlier load testing. The specimen was then removed and cut through this area of interest, about a quarter inch into the specimen, as shown with the red lines in Figure 13. This cut releases the residual stresses on both sides of the cuts, creating free edges. After placing the specimen back in the same location in the jig, another data set was taken. Minor specimen alignment, through translation or rotation of
the specimen, had to take place to keep each side of the cut aligned with the first data set taken.

![bondline](image)

**Figure 13.** Photo of the through the thickness view of strain relief cut location

**Large Tensile Testing Specimens**

To further analyze scarf joint strength and strain concentrations, large tensile test panels were prepared and tensile tested to failure. The same material used for the Moiré specimens was cut to size. The ends of the specimens were tabbed and drilled to accommodate the testing fixture. Three panels were scarfed in the center of the panel and four panels were scarfed and repaired in the same location. All of the panels, including the three that were left virgin, were strain gaged in preparation for tensile testing. The test procedures are outlined below.

**Manufacture**

Six of the twelve manufactured 12” by 24” panels were cut in half along the zero ply direction, creating the twelve large 6” by 24” tensile testing specimens. Each specimen was cut to the same dimensions, taking care to align the cuts with the laminate orientation. The final dimensions of the specimens, after cutting off the edges to eliminate manufacturing caused edge effects, cutting to square the specimens with fiber orientation, and then tensile cutting each specimen to the same width, were 5.24 inch by 22.5 inch with the 0° fibers along the 22.5” direction. The width was chosen to allow for two specimens to be cut from the 12 x 24 inch panels as well as keep the length long.
enough to satisfy ASTM D-3039M requirement for tensile testing specimens of length equal to gripping length plus two times width plus gage length. The grips took approximately two inches per end, and the area of interest was approximately three inches in diameter.

Since ASTM D-3039M strongly recommended tabs and the fact that the only available grips that were wide enough for the specimens used bolt fasteners, which would weaken the grip area, tabs were selected for use during testing. The tabs were fiberglass of uniform thickness and beveled towards the area of interest per the standard’s recommendation. The tabs were applied with EPON 828 epoxy, a room temperature cure bonding system with EPI-CURE 3140 as the hardener. A specified hole pattern was used for the grips, Figure 14, which had to be machined by a precision digital milling machine. The hole locations were set by aligning the milling machine from the center of the panel and not the manually bonded tabs, which ensured that the specimen would be pulled uniformly from both ends without a bending moment.

![Figure 14. Large specimen grip’s hole pattern](image)

Three of the twelve specimens were tested in this configuration, virgin. The remaining panels were scarfed and then half of those were repaired prior to testing.
**Scarfing**

As compared to the straight scarf ed specimens that were hand sanded, the large
tensile test panels were scarf ed in a circular pattern, commonly used in repairing aircraft,
using a more automated method. ASTM D-5766M-02a was used as a guide for setting
the dimensions of the large tensile testing specimens. The hole diameter was nominally
one inch, located in the center of the panel with a 1:20 scarf centered on the hole;
complete dimensions are shown in Figure 15.

![Figure 15. Scarf panel dimensions and layout](image)

In order to increase the repeatability between each scarfing, a machine called a
“scarfomatic” was used, shown in Figure 16, provided by AFRL/MLS. The scarfomatic
holds a diamond bit and pneumatic grinder in place, while the whole grinder is rotated
and held at a set angle of 1:20. This cuts a circular hole at the set angle for each rotation
of the machine. By slowly adjusting another gear, the grinder slowly moves towards the center of the hole, maintaining the scarf angle. Eventually, the grinder cuts completely through the laminate, leaving a scarf at the exact angle set.

Figure 16. Scarfomatic with scarfed panel held by vacuum jig

To further increase the repeatability, a jig was created below the scarfomatic to hold the specimen in place, assuring a panel centered hole each time. The jig used posts that slide into three of the tensile testing grip’s screw holes for alignment. Two of the posts were bolts that also held the ends of the specimen down. A piece of fiberglass, the same thickness as the tabs, was placed under the specimen to give additional support to the specimen while grinding. During grinding the specimens tended to curl upward as layers were removed. As each ply was ground away, a locally unsymmetrical layup remained. When the final ply of each specimen was ground away, there was not enough stiffness left in the laminate to keep the unsymmetrical laminate from curling into the grinder and thereby change the scarf angle of the last few plies. To overcome this
problem, a vacuum table was fabricated and placed below the area being ground. Small holes were drilled in the plate and fiberglass panels below scarfed portion, yet not under the center hole of the scarf. By applying a vacuum to these holes and coating the back of the panel with a water-soluble gel, the specimen remained flat and stable throughout the grinding process.

Scarifying followed a set procedure to ensure repeatability. First the scarfomatic was leveled on a flat surface, in this case the jig holding the specimen. The center of the scarfomatic was aligned with the center of the specimen. To determine where the scarfomatic center was, the grinder horizontal control was set at zero and lowered until touching the jig’s surface. The grinder was then rotated around, scribing a minute circle that had a corresponding center with the scarfomatic. After aligning the centers for the first time, scribe marks were made on the jig where the legs of the scarfomatic touched so that future alignments would not be necessary. The horizontal control was adjusted until the grinder did not interfere with placing the specimen. The specimen was placed in the jig after coating the bottom with a water-soluble gel, which enhanced the applied vacuum used to hold the specimen in place. The horizontal control was then set to the calculated scarf radius, with the center of the scarf located at zero. For a laminate thickness of 0.044”, center hole of one inch, and scarf angle of 1:20, the radius was 1.38 inches. After trial and error, the last ply on a 0.044” thick specimen would show width equivalent to the other ply widths, if the horizontal value was set to 1.33 inches. The grinder was then lowered until it was barely above the surface. The grinder was turned on and rotated; making sure the surface was virgin on this first rotation. Using very small increments the grinder lowered and rotated until the surface was barely marred. At this point the height
was set by tightening the vertical gear thereby maintaining the height during subsequent rotations of the grinder. The grinder was brought towards the center of the rotation by adjusting the horizontal controlling gear after each rotation. If the horizontal gear was rotated more than a quarter turn, per rotation of the grinder, the specimen pushed up on the grinder changing the scarf angle. The lowering and rotating continued until the scarf was complete.

**Wet Layup and Co-bonding of Scarf Repair**

Even with the scarfomatic’s repeatability, each panel had variability in hole diameter, scarf diameter, and concentricity of both diameters. Patch plies, with the same orientation as the specimen’s plies and with one additional overlap ply, were manufactured. In order to simplify patch manufacture, a circle of a set size was selected for each layer. First the outside and inside diameters of all of the specimens were averaged, resulting in diameters of 2.7 inches and 1.07 inches respectively. The average diameters were then subtracted from each other giving an eight-ply scarf of 1.63 inches. The radius for each circle to be used in the patch manufacturing was selected for consistency between each ply. 0.5, 0.65, 0.75, 0.85, 0.95, 1.05, 1.15, 1.25, and 1.6 inches are the radii if the patch plies are distributed evenly over the average scarf width. The inside ply of the repair patch was a plug, to cover the hole, while the outside ply was an overlap ply to hold the patch onto the repaired laminate and therefore was larger than an even distribution would dictate.

Two stencils were made with a clear mylar plastic film etched with the radii of each patch layer concentrically located. A razor blade or scissors were used for the
cutting. Using the stencil as a guide, circles were drawn on the paper backing of the prepreg, one for each of the needed patches at that size. The stencil was then cut down to the next smaller radius and used again as a guide for drawing the circles for each patch. This process was repeated until all of the patch layers had been individually drawn on the back of the prepreg. Industrial strength scissors and a razor blade were then used to cut out each circle. As each circle was cut, care was taken to draw the ply orientation on the backing, which allowed for ply alignment later.

The circular cut lamina were then stacked together to form the patch layup. The first ply was placed on the inside circle of the stencil, oriented in the $0^\circ$ ply direction. This orientation was selected since the most strength would be needed in $0^\circ$ direction during tensile testing. The remaining plies were oriented to match the laminate plies in from the bottom of the specimen to the top. Care was taken to align each ply with the respective circle at the proper fiber orientation and then removing the backing prior to applying the next layer.

The adhesive was then cut to match the outside radius of the top ply. A hole aligned to the outside circle was then drawn and cut matching the plug. This gave the adhesive a donut-like appearance. The actual distance that the adhesive had to cover, i.e. the hypotenuse of the 1:20 scarf triangle, was closely approximated by the linear distances used since the scarf angle was lower than initially designed. Additionally the adhesive would flow during curing and fill in any possible gaps and voids.

Originally, it was desired to cure the patches and then separately cure the patch to the specimen. There were two reasons for not doing this: there was no way to hold the shape of the patch while curing to ensure a matching cross section to the scarfed
specimens, and even if there could have been a way to maintain a set cross section, each scarfed specimen was slightly different than the others. The solution was to do a wet layup and co-cure the patch with the adhesive. The cure temperature of the first adhesive selected was approximately 2-3 times lower than the cure temperature of the laminate. A different adhesive, FM-300M-05 was then selected that had a matching cure temperature of 350°F with the laminate. The primary reasons for selecting this adhesive were: matching cure cycle temperature with the laminate, a film adhesive that ensured a more uniform bondline, and availability. The cure cycles were different for the adhesive and laminate. Both manufacturers, Cytec Fiberite (adhesive) and Hexel Corporation (prepreg), were contacted via telephone or email and both stated that the cure cycle for the laminate would work fine for curing both the laminate and adhesive. Therefore, the cure cycle originally used to cure the laminate with some minor modifications was used as follows: 5°F per minute on warming and cooling cycles, no hold temperature was used, and 80 psi instead of 100 psi. Standard vacuum bagging preparation with a base plate as described earlier was again utilized. The adhesive and then the patch were aligned and oriented to the top ply of the laminate prior to curing preparation and after normal bonding surface preparation as presented for the straight scarf joint.

**Application of Strain Gages**

Due to limitations in Moiré interferometry, strain gages were used on the large tensile test specimens. The Moiré interferometer was limited in viewing area to two inches by two inches and it was inadvisable to relocate and adapt the interferometer for use with the tensile test machine. Strain gaging prior to the tensile testing was done with
the philosophy of maximizing the amount of pertinent data. The data collection hardware limited the data channels to sixteen, two of which were used for load and crosshead displacement. During actual testing the crosshead displacement channel did not provide any data. NASA Reference Publication 1092 was consulted for placement of the strain gages, especially the location of the gages used for specimen alignment verification during testing. When possible a $0^\circ$-$45^\circ$-$90^\circ$ rosette was used for the centrally located strain gage to account for possible misalignment between the strain gage and the specimen. If, due to data collection limitations, only two channels were available a $0^\circ$-$90^\circ$ rosette or two strain gages place at a $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ were used. For all three types of specimens, the “virgin” specimen, scarfed specimen, and repaired specimen, consistency in placement was followed as much as possible, as shown in Figure 17.

![Diagram showing strain gage location and orientation for virgin, scarfed, and repaired panels.](image)

**Figure 17** Virgin, scarfed, and repaired panel strain gage location and orientation
Locations on the front were often matched with the exact location on the back. The scarfed and repaired specimens required more gaging to match the more complex geometry and configuration. Within the three groups of specimens, all of the specimens were gaged the same. On the repaired specimens, the alignment strain gages were placed on the specimens but no data was collected for two reasons. All previous specimens did not show misalignment and all of the specimens were drilled at the same machine shop to the same specification for the grip hole placement. The data from the other strain gage placement was judged to be more valuable than the alignment verification data.

**Tensile Testing**

The ten specimens, three virgin panels, three scarfed panels, and four scarfed and repaired panels were tensile loaded to failure. During manufacture, two other specimens were damaged and could not be used in the final tensile testing. The order of testing was from the easiest set up to the hardest setup, or first the virgin panels and finally the repaired panels. Each panel was placed in the bolted grips, which contained sand paper on either side of the plates to increase gripping, Figure 18.

![Figure 18. Large tensile specimens being bolted into the test fixture](image)
Each specimen was placed in the tensile pulling machine before all the strain gage leads were soldered onto the gages. After soldering the leads, the gages were connected to the data collection terminals. The strain gages were labeled, per Figure 19, and connected to the appropriate data acquisition channels. Since the one-inch strength specimens (discussed in Appendix A) had a tendency to break apart in an explosive manner during tensile testing, special care was taken to wear proper protective equipment such as goggles and a protective shield was placed between the specimen and the machine operators. After all the gages were soldered and connected to the terminals, the gages were checked for proper signal and the Wheatstone bridge was balanced to zero, Figure 20. The test followed the ASTM D-3039-M prescribed constant head displacement rate of 0.05 inches per minute. Data was collected until failure.

![Figure 19. Virgin, scarfed, and repaired panel strain gage labeling](image)
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Figure 20. Test setup of large tensile specimens to include soldered strain gages
III. Modeling and Experimental Measurement of Tensile Loaded Scarf Joint

Techniques Used

The best way to explain two important features used in this thesis, Moiré interferometry and the B-Spline Analytical Model (BSAM), is to paraphrase from Schoeppner, Mollenhauer, and Iarve (2004:121-122). A full explanation of the technique and the principles behind the Moiré interferometry can be found in Post (1994). Additionally, a more complete explanation of using Moiré interferometry to measure residual strains is given by Bowman (2001). A more comprehensive explanation of BSAM is included in Iarve (1996) or Schoeppner and others (2004).

Moiré Interferometry

Moiré interferometry is an experimental technique used to measure full field in plane surface displacements using two polarized beams of light shined on a diffraction grating bonded to a specimen. The reflection of the two beams result in interference, thereby creating a fringe pattern used for displacement analysis. The fringe patterns are produced for both the x and z directions on a specimens edge by changing the incident angle of the polarized beams (see Figure 21).

Figure 21 Sketch of scarf joint with coordinate system
Comparison of the fringe pattern from the null or initial displacement state (displacement field from the unloaded specimen) is subtracted from the altered state’s (displacement field from the loaded specimen) fringe pattern to obtain the displacement field. In this thesis, two different specimen configuration displacement fields were measured: 1) the free-edge strain field changes due to the application of an x-direction axial load and 2) the free-edge residual strain field changes resulting from the introduction of a cut perpendicular to the free-edge surface. The x and z direction fringe patterns are related to the specimen displacements by:

\[ U_x(x, z) = \frac{1}{f} N_x(x, z), \quad U_z(x, z) = \frac{1}{f} N_z(x, z) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( U_x \) and \( U_z \) are the displacements in the x and z directions, \( N_x \) and \( N_z \) the fringe orders from the same direction’s fringe patterns, and \( f \) is two times the frequency of the diffraction grating used. In these experiments a diffraction grating of 1200 lines per mm was used.

A digital camera was used to collect the Moiré data and the data was processed with a digital phase-shifting method found in (Lassahn, 1994). The resulting displacement data matrix has the same dimensions as the resolution of the digital camera.

**B-Spline Analytical Model (BSAM)**

B-Spline Analytical Model (BSAM) is computer code developed by Endel Iarve, David Mollehauer, and Greg Schoepartner at Air Force Research Laboratories that uses B-spline based approximation functions to model composite laminates. The code is executed similar to finite element analysis programs.
A variable continuity approximation is generated and used for displacement approximations (Iarve, 1996). These approximations are from piecewise polynomial three-dimensional functions $X_i(x)$:

$$u(x) = \sum X_i(x)U_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

with $U_i$ as displacement approximation coefficients and $i$ is an index that varies from 1 to the number of approximation functions used. $X_i(x)$ are three dimensional shape functions made from one dimensional sets of B-spline functions. The functions are combined in each coordinate direction to create the three dimensional results. “Polynomial splines of degree $n$ over an interval $[a,b]$ with subdivision $a=x_0<x_1 ... <x_m=b$ are arbitrary piecewise polynomials of degree less than or equal to $n$ at the intervals $[x_i, x_{i+1}]$, $i=0, m-1$. If the spline is constructed so that at every internal node $x_i$ has $n-d_i$ continuous derivatives, then $d_i$ is called the defect of the spline in the node $x_i$. The defect of the spline designates the maximum number of discontinuous derivatives over all nodes $k=\max\{d_i\}$. If the defect $k=1$, then $u(x) \in C^{(n-1)}$; and in the case of $k=n$, one obtains the $C^0$ continuous traditional $p=n$ approximation.” (Schoeppner, Mollenhauer, and Iarve 2004:121) Since the constitutive equations are based on elastic behavior, BSAM assumes that the material is not in the plastic region of the stress-strain curve.

An advantage of using B-splines is that the displacements at the end nodes or boundary conditions can be set to match the coefficients of the spline functions. Boundary conditions can then be simply imposed by manipulation of the spline coefficients. The residual curing stresses and strains in the specimens were derived from a linear thermoelastic constitutive model. Near the free edge, singularities exist between
dissimilar material and plies oriented in different directions. BSAM models these
singularities using an asymptotic solution, however, the asymptotic solution is not used
for the solutions in this thesis. BSAM also has the capability of modeling failure using
various failure criteria, such as maximum stress, maximum strain, Hashin’s, strain
invariant, and others, though the failure criteria was not used in this thesis.

**Moiré Data Analysis**

The collection of Moiré data begins with identifying a flaw in the diffraction
grating so that the measured displacement and subsequent strain fields can be accurately
mapped to the specimen. The white ellipse on the right side of the specimen shown in
Figure 22 was used for position referencing. This photograph matches the field of view
of the Moiré interferometer during testing and can be directly compared to all full field
plots. The boundaries were calculated using the measured thickness of the laminate as a
reference value in converting the pixel values of the Moiré data to actual dimensions.
Then the actual dimensions on the specimen were converted into pixel values of the
microscopic photograph of the specimen.

The null field fringe patterns were recorded at a load of 49 lbf. After loading the
specimen to 549 lbf, the load altered fringe pattern was recorded. During loading the
specimen rotated slightly and had a slight rigid body displacement in the field of view of
the digital camera. The rigid body displacement was expected and the flaw in the
diffraction grating is used for realigning the specimen in the field of view after loading.
The rotation was primarily due to a very slight misalignment of the two scarfed
adherends during the adhesive bondline cure cycle. The slight bending of the specimen
and the fact that the scarf joint is not symmetric about its mid-plane in the bondline region, caused the orthotropic laminate to become non-orthotropic and have a nonzero bending-extension coupling matrix. Therefore when tension was applied to the specimen, local bending or rotation occurs. The specimen was rotated back to the same orientation in the field of view by rotating the entire loading fixture, but this caused the specimen to be slightly out of focus from the original camera settings. Two different sets of load altered fringe pattern data were taken to determine the better method of collecting the data: one data set at the camera settings originally used to take the first null fringe pattern data and the second taken after manually re-focusing the interferometer to account for the rotation of the specimen. Preliminary processing of the data showed that the manually re-focused interferometer data was better in quality; the expected displacement trends were more clearly discernible.

![Photo of the specimen showing the location of the Moiré data’s field of view](image)

Figure 22. Photo of the specimen showing the location of the Moiré data’s field of view

The data collected with the Moiré interferometer and associated digital camera was post processed using the steps presented in Appendix D. A masking set of data was used to eliminate the propagation of errors that are inherently found in the diffraction grating, Figure 23. The blue areas are assigned zero values and the red are assigned unit
values. After processing of the data, the zero mask can be used to eliminate errors from the zero valued areas found in the field of view. The process is similar in theory to a painter using masking material to keep paint from spreading to a non-working surface. The smaller flaws in the data were filled in using a linear interpretation from five data points in the neighborhood of the filled data. Actual data values in unfilled regions remained untouched during this process. The origin was shifted to the lower left corner of the specimen from the default location of the upper left with the positive z value directed downward. During the processing, the data was only smoothed after the strains had been calculated from the displacements. As part of the data processing, the strains was smoothed, or averaged with neighboring strain values and then multiplied by the zero mask, thereby eliminating some noise and spikes in the data set. All strains for this thesis were smoothed ten times. More smoothing made the visual trends blend into the background levels of strain. The two dimensional matrix of strain values was then converted to a picture by assigning a color scale to the strain values and placing a colored pixel at the associated screen location from the matrix location.

![Figure 23. Zero mask used for processing tensile loaded specimen’s Moiré dataset](image)
Model Generation

BSAM required the following information for modeling the scarf joint: material properties, geometry of the specimen, and boundary conditions. The material properties for IM6/3501-6 were provided by Dr. Ran Kim at Air Force Materials Directorate, shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Material Properties for IM6/3501-6 at room temperature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal modulus, $E_1$</td>
<td>25.42 Msi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse modulus, $E_2=E_3$</td>
<td>1.42 Msi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear modulus, $G_{12}=G_{13}$</td>
<td>0.8 Msi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio, $\nu_{12}$</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal CTE, $\alpha_x$</td>
<td>0.2 (\mu\text{ strain/}^\circ\text{F})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse CTE, $\alpha_y=\alpha_z$</td>
<td>14.9 (\mu\text{ strain/}^\circ\text{F})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The material properties for the adhesive, FM 300M (0.05 psf), were not as readily available. The manufacturer supplied material data did not specify modulus of elasticity or coefficient of thermal expansion, though design values for shear modulus were provided. Appendix B explains the methodology and experiments conducted for this thesis to measure the material values used for the modeling with the results summarized in Table 2. The adhesive was assumed to be isotropic even though an insignificant percentage of random mat carrier material was in the adhesive.

Table 2. Material Properties of FM 300M (0.05 psf)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modulus of elasticity</td>
<td>164,500 psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of thermal expansion</td>
<td>34.8 (\mu\text{ strain/}^\circ\text{F})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Idealized scarf joint geometry was used in the model based on actual measurements of the specimen bondlines to set bounds for the laminate thickness and scarf bondline angle. The specimen’s measured thickness was used to set the thickness of the model, with all eight plies assumed to be evenly distributed through the thickness. On either side of the bondline region of the scarf joint, two inches of laminate were modeled to allow for the strain fields of the model in the bondline to be representative of the strain field in the test specimen. Using photographs of the straight scarf joint specimen, measurements were taken for the exact scarf bondline profile, Figure 24 (the scale in the z-direction is much smaller than the x-direction) shows the location measurements plotted with a polynomial curve fitted to the measurements making the edges easier to visualize. The x-axis for this figure only, is measured from the original BSAM model origin, which located the start of the scarf joint at two inches from the edge of the model. Pixel values from the photograph were converted to actual measurements by using the known dimension of the laminate thickness for scaling in both the x and z directions. When the diffraction grating was applied to the specimen, sanding could have thinned the specimen near the top and bottom edges thereby changing the thickness of the specimen and skewing the calculation. Additionally, the slight misalignment of the adherends in the specimen made the z-direction measurements vary minutely from the actual z-directional measurements. A more accurate height could be obtained through measuring from the bottom surface of the specimen at each location instead of assuming a constant x value for the bottom surface. During modeling, the specimen was examined and it was discovered that the diffraction grating had been applied to the opposite side of the specimen that was initially intended. A simple flip of the specimen during grating
application must have caused this. To account for this sign reversal, the laminate was modeled with a layup of [-45/0/45/90]s instead of [45/0/-45/90]s.

A straight-line approximation of the bondline interface curves of Figure 24 was used in the BSAM model whereby a uniform bondline was modeled. Measurement of a previous scarfed bondline thickness using the same adhesive and measurements of this bondline led to a set value of 0.005” measured normal to the bondline interface.

For comparison with the Moiré data, strain output data from the three dimensional BSAM result was extracted into a two-dimensional matrix. The three dimensional results can be viewed in MATLAB® or another post processing software package. The model’s mesh was output to MATLAB® and screen captured, Figure 25 and Figure 26. The
origin for the model was placed at approximately 1.4” away from the start of the scarf or exactly 2” from the left side of the cut that will be discussed in the next chapter. The isometric view shows that the mesh is more refined in the x-y plane (the width of the specimen) towards the edges to allow greater resolution where the edge effects occurred. The different colors are used to distinguish the adherends and adhesive. The mesh is evenly and extensively refined through the thickness of the model as shown in Figure 26.

For comparison to Moiré data, only the edge view surface corresponding to the Moiré interferometry field of view was extracted from the model. Additionally only the strains in the x-direction, strains in the z-direction, and x-z plane shear strains can be calculated
from the Moiré displacement data. BSAM data was also extracted for the x-z plane located ¼” into the width of the specimen for comparison to the BSAM data on the edge surface. Similar to the Moiré data, the two-dimensional matrix of strain values was converted to an image. A complete set of BSAM data is included in Appendix E, which includes all six components of the strain tensor.

**Mechanically Loaded Specimen Results**

In the process of making the specimen and during testing, multiple sources of possible errors were introduced into the results. During specimen manufacture a few variations from the ideal scarf joint specimen were noted as follows: a slight misalignment in the scarf, multiple diffraction grating applications, and possible sanding of the specimen edges thereby damaging the diffraction grating at the top and bottom of the specimen. While Moiré testing the following was also noted: flaws in the applied diffraction grating, minor vibrations during Moiré testing, and possible flaws in the Moiré interferometer diffraction grating. These deviations were noted in the methodology chapter and will be discussed further in the section later in this chapter on Moiré interferometry noise.

A full field view of the strains for both the BSAM and Moiré data was generated for $\varepsilon_{xx}$, $\varepsilon_{zz}$, and $\gamma_{xz}$ fields. Full field strain views are shown on the same color scale (Figure 27), white is used to show strains larger than the set maximum bound and black is used to show all strains below the set lower bound with the colors of the rainbow (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and indigo) distinguishing the strains in between the maximum and minimum bounds. The upper and lower bounds for all full fields shown
are 0.008 and -0.008 micro strain respectively. At axial x-coordinate locations 0.0 mm, 1.0 mm, 2.0 mm, 2.5 mm, and 2.8 mm, measured from the ordinate at the left side of the field of view, $\varepsilon_{xx}$, $\varepsilon_{zz}$, and $\gamma_{xz}$ strain data as a function of the z-coordinate from the Moiré and BSAM strain fields were extracted and compared. Due to noise in the Moiré interferometry data discussed in a later section of this chapter, five concurrent columns of data at each z-coordinate location were averaged for line plot comparison of the BSAM model at the same location to help in noise mitigation.

![Color scale, in micro strain, used for all full field strain views](image)

Figure 27. Color scale, in micro strain, used for all full field strain views

The $\varepsilon_{xx}$ data set showed very good correlation. The $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strain did not show much variation across the specimen, but both the model predictions and the measured results have the same level of constant strain, since the background color of both the Moiré and BSAM results match, shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29. The model values at ¼” into the specimen width also show very little differences from the surface results, Figure 30. All of the line plots showed the same general results and only the plot at 1 mm is included as a representative sample, Figure 31.
Figure 28. Full field $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strains from processed Moiré data for tensile loaded specimen

Figure 29. Full field $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for tensile loaded specimen

Figure 30. Full field $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strains extracted from BSAM at ¼” into model width for tensile loaded specimen
The $\varepsilon_{zz}$ data set shows little correlation. The $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strain from the BSAM model shows minor variations only across the full field view that showed the difference in various plies, Figure 33, while the strain calculated from the Moiré interferometry data show much larger variations but still distinguished various plies from each other, Figure 32. The BSAM model at ¼” from the edge, show that the strain magnitudes have decreased, but the general trends match the data extracted from the BSAM data at the edge of the specimen, Figure 34. Line plots from the $\varepsilon_{zz}$ data set confirmed this. Again, only the 1mm location is included as a representative sample of all the line plots, Figure 35. In each line plot, the BSAM data remained fairly constant, while the Moiré data had significant oscillations with no apparent match in the trends.
Figure 32. Full field $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strains from processed Moiré data for tensile loaded specimen

Figure 33. Full field $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for tensile loaded specimen

Figure 34. Full field $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}''$ into model width for tensile loaded specimen
Figure 35. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strain through thickness at ~1mm from end of tensile loaded specimen

The $\gamma_{xz}$ data set shows good correlation. The general order full field strain view, shown by the color of the background, matches between the Moiré full field results and the BSAM results, Figure 36 and Figure 37. There are two strong trends: the upper blue shaded area, approximately where the 0° ply is located, shows a low shear strain field and the red area in the center, corresponding to the adhesive layer and where a ply terminates, shows much higher shear strains. Once again, the BSAM model at ¼” from the edge being viewed shows good correlation with the surface trends, but a soften of the magnitude of the strains and elimination of manifestation of the free-edge singularities that are on the edge of the specimen, Figure 38. All of the line plots are shown, Figure 39 through Figure 43, since the shear strain varies greatly over the specimen. Each line plot
shows general directions and magnitudes matching from the BSAM model and Moiré data calculations. In some cases, Figure 40 and Figure 42, the correlation is very good.

Figure 36. Full field $\gamma_{xz}$ strains from processed Moiré data for tensile loaded specimen

Figure 37. Full field $\gamma_{xz}$ strains extracted from BSAM model for tensile loaded specimen
Figure 38. Full field $\gamma_{xz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}$" into model width for tensile loaded specimen

Figure 39. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\gamma_{xz}$ strain through thickness at ~0mm from end of tensile loaded specimen
Figure 40. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\gamma_{xz}$ strain through thickness at ~1mm from end of tensile loaded specimen

Figure 41. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\gamma_{xz}$ strain through thickness at ~2mm from end of tensile loaded specimen
Figure 42. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\gamma_{xz}$ strain through thickness at ~2.5mm from end of tensile loaded specimen.

Figure 43. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\gamma_{xz}$ strain through thickness at ~2.8mm from end of tensile loaded specimen.
Discussion of Moiré Data Noise

Previous works by others, to include Schoeppner and others (2004) and Bowman (2001), have shown excellent correlation between BSAM and Moiré interferometry results. The Moiré interferometry data presented for a bonded composite lap joint by Schoeppner and others (2004) showed less noise than the data presented above, Figure 44.

**Figure 44. Axial strain $\varepsilon_x$ for the bonded specimen: a) BSAM prediction, b) Experimental Moiré measurement (Schoeppner and others, 2004:Figure 8)**

Additionally, their line plots generated from the Moiré interferometry data for the lap joints were fairly smooth and matched closely to the BSAM results, Figure 45. However, the specimens in their work had ply thicknesses twice as thick as the ply thicknesses in this thesis work. The thinner ply thicknesses of the present work required higher fidelity
measurements to obtain the same level of confidence in the Moiré displacement and strain data. Also the scarf joint, analyzed in this thesis has a more complex strain field than the lap joint done by Schoeppner and others (2004). Comparison of the Moiré calculated data and BSAM data in the $\varepsilon_{xx}$ and $\varepsilon_{zz}$, where the magnitudes were expected to be relatively small, yields sporadic Moiré data results that appear to have a large amount of noise in the signal. In the case of the $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strain field, the noise is of the order of magnitude of the strain measurement of interest. This noise could come from many different sources, including: specimen fabrication, diffraction grating application process, deteriorated diffraction gratings, and vibrations introduced during Moiré data collection. The noise in the $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strain field will have direct influence on the shear strain fields, since the shear strain field is calculated using the $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strain and $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strain fields.

![Diagram of the Moiré and BSAM strain measurements.](image)

Figure 45. $\varepsilon_x$ comparison 0.250 mm from cut edge (Schoeppner and others, 2004:Figure 10)
During specimen fabrication, slight variations in the scarf length across the width of the specimen caused the specimen to be slightly misaligned. During loading the specimen did straighten, but a slight twist was noticed after the loading. The twist was so slight, that only under the very high magnification of the camera was the twist noticeable. The sides of the specimen in the field of view came into focus at different focus settings. A manual focus had to be used to collect the data, which could have introduced data noise.

As noted in the methodology chapter, the application of the diffraction grating was less than ideal. The adhesive normally used to create a grating on the surface was not available, and when a new batch of the adhesive was ordered the manufacturer had changed chemical formulation of the adhesive. The new adhesive formula produced unsatisfactory results, such as bubbles on the grating surface and other flaws, which was discovered just prior to the test preparations for this thesis. The adhesive that was used for this experiment was not the first choice of adhesives and the only way to apply the adhesive was by using the flash left over from a previous diffraction grating application attempt. It is possible that there was a chemical interaction between the two adhesives or that the adhesive did not completely bond to the surface. If the adhesive were incompletely bonded, the details of the strains on the surface of the laminate would not be transferred to the grating and therefore would not be measured correctly. Incomplete bonding is not likely, since some of the expected strain trends were visible even with the noise.

The diffraction grating mold can also deteriorate over time. The master grating that was used to make the all the diffraction grating molds at the Air Force Materials
Directorate appear to have deteriorated. During testing, the grating showed a lot of inherent flaws, noticeable by adjusting the focus of the camera. If the grating has no flaws, an adjustment of the camera can make the whole fringe field appear solid. This grating and subsequent gratings made at the Air Force Materials Directorate showed speckling across the surface. Even though using this flawed diffraction grating introduced noise into the results, it was the best available diffraction grating at the time of testing. Upon initial inspection of the results, the noise appeared to be tolerable. Only later after a full evaluation and comparison with BSAM did the extent of the noise become apparent. Additionally, the Moiré interferometer uses an internal diffraction grating. This grating has become suspect and, when new flawless diffraction gratings are available, will be checked. If a flawless grating is viewed through the camera while the camera is adjusted to eliminate the fringe pattern, any flaws in the internal diffraction grating and mirrors will be apparent.

One of the concerns during testing is vibration of the specimen. Small vibrations can create large amounts of noise in the data. The Moiré interferometer is mounted on a isolation table to eliminate as much vibration as possible, but some vibration, especially lower frequencies, can still effect the results. During the first week of testing, a large amount of vibration was noted and no data was able to be collected. Even though this obvious large source of noise ceased, minor levels can be unnoticeably present. The low level of signal also contributed to this. The specimen was only loaded to 549 lbf, a higher load would have produced much higher strains and lowered the noise to signal ratio. As noted in the methodology chapter, a higher load had been used initially with
another specimen that cracked under the load. Due to this failure, a more conservative load was used to ensure that the specimen did not fail during testing.

**Discussion of Results**

The fair comparisons of the Moiré interferometry results with the mechanical loading BSAM model take a step toward validating BSAM. All of the measured results were on the same order of magnitude as the results from the model, and in the case of the shear strain field, a good correlation with the model trends was apparent. Both the model and experiment showed strain concentrations and thereby stress concentrations where they were expected, in the adhesive and ply terminations. As noted before, noise was very high and did not allow a more satisfactory match between the model and experiment. A good correlation in trends was shown between the BSAM surface model data and the BSAM data at ¼” into the specimen width. As expected, the strain magnitudes, indicative of free-edge singularities, decreased in the interior of the specimen. Possible reasons for variations in the Moiré data from the model data could include the size of the specimen including ply thickness, complexity of the geometry, and BSAM’s modeling of material transitions at the free edge.

The specimen was very thin in order to maintain a short scarf length, as noted earlier. Since the specimen was so thin, many problems were encountered during manufacturer, such as application of the diffraction grating and maintaining a sharp edge on the top and bottom of the specimen. Since the edges were close to the areas of interest, some edge defects caused in diffraction grating application and specimen
fabrication could have skewed the results. Possibly doubling the layers, such as was done in Schoepnner and others (2004) work, would yield better results.

The geometry of a scarf is more complex than many of the geometries previously modeled by BSAM. Just the complexity of the joint may have skewed the results from the model. More testing should be done to validate the results.

Finally, BSAM currently used idealized geometry and where material transitions occur at the free-edge steep strain gradients were introduced. These steep strain gradients to some degree exist in the specimen, but the Moiré interferometry technique smoothes them slightly. The steep strain gradients on the surface are passed through to the data via a diffraction grating that is stretched over the surface. This stretched diffraction grating smoothes the collected data to a slight degree. The BSAM model does not smooth the steep strain gradients. Also the model is idealized; not taking into account the variations in specimen manufacture. BSAM is now being modified to handle some of the variances, but until then the idealization of such a complex joint will affect the results.
IV. Modeling and Experimental Measurement of Residual Strains in Scarf Joint

As noted in the Methodology chapter, the 10-inch coupon specimen was cut down to two inches for residual strain Moiré interferometry. The null state full field fringe patterns were taken in the x and z directions with the specimen set in the jig. The specimen was then cut in the center of the field of view about a third of the way through the specimen’s width using a diamond bladed saw that was narrow and dry to minimize contamination and alterations to the diffraction grating. A second set of x and z direction fringe patterns were taken with the specimen placed in the same field of view of the camera.

Moiré Data Analysis

Where as the previous chapter looked at the load-bearing portion of the BSAM model, this chapter focuses on the thermal effect modeling capability. Moiré data was taken in a configuration that would measure the effects from releasing the residual strains through cutting the specimen. The results will be compared to a combination of two BSAM models, which will be discussed later. The Moiré data was processed using the same methodology for processing the Moiré data on the tensile loaded scarf specimen, except that data from each side of the cut had to be processed separately. The field of view of the data taken for the residual strain calculation was slightly offset from the field of view where the tensile loaded data was taken, but both fields of view were the same size. The blue lines shown in Figure 46 are the edges of the field of view for all Moiré data collected. The left lines in each set of blues lines are the field of view for tensile loaded specimen and the right lines in each set are for the residual strain measurement.
specimen. The two red lines in the middle mark the location of the cut. The thickness of the specimen was only ~1.13 mm, so the cut thickness was very small. The white speckles in the photograph are flaws in the diffraction grating. The zero mask used for processing the data on the left side of the cut, highlights the larger flaws in the diffraction grating, Figure 47.

![Image of cut specimen with red lines and white speckles]  

**Figure 46.** Photo view of whole residual strain measurement field

![Image of zero mask for left side of cut specimen]  

**Figure 47.** Zero mask of the left side of cut specimen used from residual strain measurement

An exact match can be seen in flaw location and size between the photograph and zero mask. The left side of the cut and right side of the cut had to be processed separately, even though the initial null field before cutting included both sides. After processing,
which included smoothing the strain data ten times using the same technique noted in the previous chapter, data from the calculation were extracted. The data extracted from the Moiré calculations was the same size as the data extracted from the BSAM model for ease of comparison.

**BSAM Modeling**

The modeling for the residual strains was different than the methodology used for the tensile loaded specimen. Two BSAM models had to be produced to correlate with the results of the Moiré data: a model that incorporated the thermal curing effects without any applied mechanical load and a model that added free edges at the cut location. The data from each model had to be extracted and processed to allow comparison to the Moiré data.

**Model Generation**

The releasing of residual thermal strains through cutting the specimen could not be modeled with a single BSAM model. The strains measured in the Moiré interferometry test were not traditional residual strains, and therefore a combination of two BSAM models were used to obtain similar results to the Moiré data from cutting the specimen. The first model was made using a modified version of the model used for the tensile loaded specimen. Since there is a difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion of the laminate epoxy, laminate fiber, and the bonding adhesive, complex strains will result during curing at 350°F. The mechanical loading model could be used by zeroing the traction boundary condition and doing a thermoelastic analysis for the curing stress. The load was eliminated from the calculations, and the thermal effects
from cooling the specimen from autoclave curing temperatures to room temperature, approximately 280°F, were added to the model. Data was extracted from the model output to match the Moiré interferometer’s field of view. The second model was for each side of the cut. Each side had a model that included a free edge where the cut was located. From each of these second models, data was extracted in the same plane as the field of view of the Moiré interferometer.

During modeling of the residual strain the local free-edge geometry had to be modeled with quadrilateral element whereas a triangular element would have been preferred. On the free-edges at the bondline interfaces, an artificial geometric singularity was introduced, allowing the model to better represent the idealized geometry for the free edge. The location of singularity in both the right and left side models are shown in Figure 48 and Figure 49. The top schematic in each figure shows the overall location of the scarf and plies, which are numbered according to BSAM’s assignment of modeling segments. The lower schematic shows a blown up view of the areas where the singularity was introduced into the model. In all cases the singularity was introduced at locations that had a physical elastic singularity already located. Therefore the introduction of this geometric singularity was inconsequential.

Another model was generated to include the free edges from the cut. In idealizing the model, the geometry was created for the cut edge to be a free surface through the entire width of the specimen. Since the cut was at least 1/3 of the width through the specimen and only the surface effects were looked at with the Moiré data, this assumption is reasonable. The same thermal boundary conditions were applied to this model and data was extracted from the same locations as the previous model.
Figure 48. Schematic of the model for the left side of the cut surface

Figure 49. Schematic of the model for the right side of the cut surface
The mesh for models that represent the left and right side of the cut were output to MATLAB® and screen captured, Figure 50 through Figure 52. The different colors are used to distinguish the adherends and adhesive. As previously discussed the origin for the left side model was set 2” from the cut edge. The isometric view of the model of the left side of the cut (Figure 50) shows that the mesh is more refined in the x-y plane (the width of the specimen) towards the edges to allow greater resolution where the edge effects occurred. The plies below and above the bondline are meshed evenly, with minor alterations as mentioned above and shown in Figure 51.

![Figure 50. Screen capture of isometric view of the mesh output for the model of the left side of the cut in MATLAB®](image)

![Figure 51. Screen capture of MATLAB® mesh output of x-z plane at x=−1.8” and y=0” for the model of the left side of the cut (very near the cut edge)](image)
The origin for the model of the right side of the cut was set at the cut edge. Since the model was meshed similar to previous models, the isometric view is not shown. The through thickness view, Figure 52, shows the meshing complexities at the bondline, free-edge, and adjacent laminate plies’ intersection.

![Figure 52. Screen capture of MATLAB® mesh output of x-z plane at x=0” and y=0” for the model of the right side of the cut](image)

**Data processing of model results**

The two extracted data sets, one from each model, were then imported into the software program Transform and processed similar to the Moiré data. First, any gaps in the data were filled in. Some gapping occurs when the data is extracted from the model and sized to the same resolution as the Moiré data. The extracted data from the first model (uncut specimen) were subtracted from the second model’s (cut specimen) data. This set of data can now be compared directly to the Moiré data. A complete set of BSAM data is included in Appendix E, which includes all six components of the strain tensor.
Residual Strain Specimen Results

Surface features can be compared to the BSAM model and Moiré data through referencing the photographs of the areas being analyzed for the left and right sides of the specimen, Figure 53 and Figure 54 respectively.

Figure 53. Photo view of left side used for residual strain measurement

Figure 54. Photo view of right side used for residual strain measurement

The photo of the right side is wider due to the location of the cut not being in the center of the field of view. For ease in viewing the results, data on the right side that was farther away from the free edge than the data shown on the left side was truncated. Data farther away from the free edge is less affected by cutting of the laminate. At around 1mm away
from the cut edge, the data appears to be in the far field view. Data was collected at the edge of both sides of the cut by comparing the far field solution from the model to the experimental data. Additionally, the BSAM model data at ¼” into the width is shown for comparison. Full field strain views are shown on the same color scale (Figure 27), white is used to show strains larger than the set maximum bound and black is used to show all strains below the set lower bound with the colors of the rainbow (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and indigo) distinguishing the strains in between the maximum and minimum bounds. The upper and lower bounds for all full fields shown are 0.008 and -0.008 micro strain respectively. When comparing to the Moiré results, remember the noise level discussion in the previous chapter.

The $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strain field shows some correlation between the BSAM and Moiré data. All full field results have the same general background color, denoting a match with the background strain levels, Figure 55 and Figure 56. The BSAM and Moiré fields on both the left and right side of the specimen match in general location for the strain concentration areas. Comparing the locations to the surface photo, Figure 53, the concentrations are at the 0° ply, top edge of the laminate, and bond adhesive intersections with the free edge. BSAM data extracted from ¼” into the width from the surface, or interior data, has a slight increase in strain concentration size and magnitudes, which was not expected.
Figure 55. Full field $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strains from processed Moiré data for residual strain specimens

Figure 56. Full field $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for residual strain specimens

Figure 57. Full field $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}''$ into width of model for residual strain specimens
Line plot data for the left side shows good correlation at the far field location, Figure 60, but little correlation near the cut edge, Figure 59 and at the cut edge, Figure 58. The right side line plots show general trend matching near the cut edge and far field locations, Figure 62 and Figure 63, and no correlation on the edge, Figure 61. The data from on the edge is expected not to match between the model and Moiré data shown by previous work (Schoeppner and others, 2004). The discrepancies arise from damage to the diffraction grating at the edge during the cutting process and the singularities that are manifested in the BSAM model at the cut. The line plots also verify that the BSAM and Moiré data have the same order of magnitude for each data set.

Figure 58. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strain through thickness at ~0.036mm from cut edge of left residual strain specimen
Figure 59. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strain through thickness at ~0.2mm from cut edge of left residual strain specimen

Figure 60. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strain through thickness at ~1.2mm from cut edge of left residual strain specimen
Figure 61. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strain through thickness at ~0.021mm from cut edge of right residual strain specimen

Figure 62. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strain through thickness at ~0.2mm from cut edge of right residual strain specimen
The $\varepsilon_{zz}$ data has minor correlation between the BSAM and Moiré full field views. As before, the background strain levels match in all of the full field results. Towards the free edge (which is located between the left and right sides of the full field plots) strain concentrations exist at the intersection of the internal 45° plies and at the bond, Figure 64 and Figure 65. The Moiré full field plots show a large amount of noise, especially at the -45° plies, or the outside plies. The top and bottom edges of the diffraction grating were damaged. This also can be seen in the photographs of the laminate surface, Figure 53 and Figure 54, where the white dots and areas are diffraction grating imperfections. The far field solution should go to zero, since the null field and the altered state field should have identical strain in this area. All of the data from the model exhibits this, but the Moiré data in the $\varepsilon_{zz}$ data does not. This is plainly an effect of the noise level in the z-direction,
which was discussed in the last chapter. The interior data is lower in magnitude and size compared to the BSAM data taken at the edge surface, as expected.

The line plot data for $\varepsilon_{zz}$ on the left and right side of the cut show some correlation. The line plots from both have good correlation at the free edge, Figure 67 and Figure 70, but significantly less matching between the BSAM and Moiré data as the distance is increased away from the free edge, Figure 68, Figure 69, Figure 71, and Figure 72. This reveals the extent of the noise in the data, specifically in the $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strain fields.

Figure 64. Full field $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strains from processed Moiré data for residual strain specimens

Figure 65. Full field $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for residual strain specimens
Figure 66. Full field $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}''$ into width of model for residual strain specimens

Figure 67. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strain through thickness at ~0.036mm from cut edge of left residual strain specimen
Figure 68. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strain through thickness at ~0.2mm from cut edge of left residual strain specimen

Figure 69. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strain through thickness at ~1.2mm from cut edge of left residual strain specimen
Figure 70. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strain through thickness at ~0.021mm from cut edge of right residual strain specimen

Figure 71. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strain through thickness at ~0.1mm from cut edge of right residual strain specimen
Figure 72. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strain through thickness at ~1.17mm from cut edge of right residual strain specimen

The $\gamma_{xz}$ full field results show good correlation. As before, the background strain matches and the strain concentration areas match and are at the expected locations, Figure 73 and Figure 74. Some peaks in the Moiré data may be attributed to flaws in the grating. Since the shear strain field is derived from the x and z directional data, the noise and flaws in the z-directional data affects the results. Though the ¼” width interior shear strain data on the right side of the cut decreases in size and magnitude at the strain concentrations, the left side surprisingly does not in the bondline region.
Figure 73. Full field $\gamma_{xz}$ strains from processed Moiré data for residual strain specimens

Figure 74. Full field $\gamma_{xz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for residual strain specimens

Figure 75. Full field $\gamma_{xz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}''$ into width of model for residual strain specimens
The line plot data of the BSAM results shows good correlation with the Moiré experimental results. In Figure 76 through Figure 79, the BSAM data line shows the same trends as the Moiré test results. The line plot data on the cut edge doesn’t correspond as closely in the far field region and even at 0.2mm from the free edge, but the magnitude of all the data matches and some mismatching at the cut edge region is expected. For example Figure 80, which shows the data at the right side edge has some matching in the middle of the specimen, but near the strain concentrations the results don’t correlate. This is expected, since the Moiré data is not expected to be accurate at the cut edge. The remaining line plots, Figure 81 through Figure 83, show excellent correlation between the BSAM model and the Moiré experiment.

Figure 76. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\gamma_{xz}$ strain through thickness at ~0.036mm from cut edge of left residual strain specimen
Figure 77. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\gamma_{xz}$ strain through thickness at ~0.1mm from cut edge of left residual strain specimen

Figure 78. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\gamma_{xz}$ strain through thickness at ~0.2mm from cut edge of left residual strain specimen
Figure 79. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\gamma_{xz}$ strain through thickness at ~1.2mm from cut edge of left residual strain specimen

Figure 80. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\gamma_{xz}$ strain through thickness at ~0.021mm from cut edge of right residual strain specimen
Figure 81. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\gamma_{xz}$ strain through thickness at ~0.1mm from cut edge of right residual strain specimen

Figure 82. Comparison of Moiré and BSAM for $\gamma_{yz}$ strain through thickness at ~0.2mm from cut edge of right residual strain specimen
Discussion of Results

As with the tensile loaded straight scarf specimen data, the residual strain scarf data takes steps toward validating the BSAM modeling of a scarf joint. The previous chapter worked toward validating the mechanical load-bearing portion of the program, while this chapter concentrated on the thermal effect modeling capability. The results do show matching in the order of magnitude of the general strain level and location of the strain concentrations. Especially when the results were away from the cut edge, some...
good correlations were shown. The z-directional data did have a large amount of noise, but still showed some level of correlation.

Differences between the BSAM data and Moiré experimental data could be for the following reasons: noise in the experimental data, size of the specimen, complexity of the geometry, and BSAM intrinsic limitations issue. The noise issue has been thoroughly discussed in the previous chapter. The size of the specimen, complexity of the geometry, and BSAM limitations issue were also discussed. The modeling of the residual strain involved a more complex modeling method than the loading model since two models were needed.
V. Results and Discussion for Large Tensile Test Panels

As part of validating the analytically predicted scarf repair strains, data was collected for large tensile test specimens at various stages of being scarf repaired. As compared to the idealization of the scarf joint in the previous two chapters, the round scarf repair is one step closer to actual composite repair configurations. The circular scarf patch is a more complex joint that requires a full three dimensional analysis to understand the strains in the laminate. As previously noted in the methodology chapter, large tensile test panels were prepared and tensile tested to failure. The same material used for the Moiré specimens was cut to size. The ends of the specimens were tabbed and drilled to accommodate the testing fixture. Three panels were scarfed in the center of the panel and four panels were scarfed and repaired in the same location. All of the panels, including the three that were left virgin, were strain gaged in preparation for tensile testing. The test procedures were outlined below.

Virgin Panel Results

The specimen was attached to the load fixture by bolts that went through the first grip plates, into the aligned holes of the specimen tabs, and then through the second grip plate. The bolts for the first specimen, panel 418T, were hand tightened, resulting in panel failure in the tab region through the bolt hole line, because of inadequate gripping pressure and tab adhesive failure. For this initial specimen, the load was transferred from the loading fixture to the specimen through bolt bearing pressure, resulting in a tear out between the bolt holes. In an effort to address the premature failure in the specimen tab
area, the panel was cut to a shorter length, a new tab was bonded on using the same adhesive originally used, and the panel was retested with ¼” finely threaded bolts torqued to 150 inch pounds, the maximum value recommended by a bolt manufacturer’s catalog (Unbraco® Socket Screws, 1988). The bolt pressure allowed the load to be transferred from the load fixture to the specimens through shear loading of the tabs. This second test of panel 418T failed at approximately 15,000 lbf or an addition 2000 lbf higher load than the first test. Though this second test still failed by pulling out in the tab region of the panel, some of the 45° ply fibers also failed in the gage region of the panel. Proportional specimen cross-section scaling of the one-inch wide tensile strength specimen results (refer to Appendix C for details) to the 5.24” wide panels gave insight into the validity of the results. The one-inch wide coupons and the large 5.24 inch wide coupon had identical stacking sequences. Neglecting any non-proportional scaling factors, if the average failure load of 4500 lbf from the one-inch specimens is scaled up to the 5.24” width specimens, the ultimate load would be approximately 23,500 lbf. Since the panels have a larger width, statistically there should be more critical inherent flaws through the width of the panels than the one-inch tensile specimens. Therefore, a lower failure load value than 23,500 lbf would seem more appropriate. During the one-inch specimen tensile testing, cracking in the specimen was audible at around 3000 to 3500 lbf. Using this value as a failure initiation load would result in a scaled value for the 5.24” specimens of approximately 16,000 to 18,000 lbf, which was close to the second load test results for panel 418T. In addressing the tab adhesive, the technician who applied the tabs and an adhesive expert were consulted. The adhesive used to bond the tabs on was discovered to be capable of holding only 1000 lbf of shear per square inch. The tabs
were the full width of the specimen and approximately 2 ¼” long. A review of the original adhesive strength properties determined that the (designation of the adhesive) adhesive shear strength was approximately 1000 psi. An alternative adhesive with a shear strength of 5000 psi was identified. Only two options were available to address the tab adhesive failure: 1) remove all of the tabs and rebond them with the alternative stronger adhesive or 2) continue testing with the original tab adhesive. Removal of the tabs was deemed too risky, since the potential for damage to the specimens was high and realigning the tab’s holes with the holes in the panels appeared difficult. Since panel 418T failed in the already weakened tab on the second test and the panel showed signs of failure in center region with values close to an expected failure load, it was deemed acceptable to continue with further testing with the original adhesive. Tests of the remaining virgin panels provided failure loads near those determined from scaling the one-inch tensile test specimens’ results, shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Failure load values for virgin panels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Failure Load</th>
<th>Load for Audible Cracking</th>
<th>Load for Loud Cracking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>418B</td>
<td>13306</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422T</td>
<td>18327</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>8400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425B</td>
<td>16342</td>
<td>2800</td>
<td>4300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>15992</td>
<td>2867</td>
<td>5900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>2529</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>2193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second virgin panel 425B failed simultaneously at two locations: 1) at the top a partial failure in tab region and 2) in the gage section approximately two inches from the bottom tab where the laminate split through the thickness along the 45° fiber line for about three inches. When examined under magnification, the failure in the gage section
at the bottom of the panel showed that some of the 0° oriented fibers failed as shown in Figure 84. The main failure of panel 425B occurred in the top tab region, as shown in Figure 85.

Figure 84. Enlargement of 425B panel front after failure

Figure 85. Enlargement of the area under 425B panel's tab after failure
At the second bolt hole from the right edge of the specimen, the laminate failed along the 45° ply direction to the edge of the laminate. The remaining portion of the failure was along the line of bolt holes where the laminate had the smallest cross sectional area. Since the panel did not completely split in the gage section failure location, the measured failure load was not the ultimate load the panel could carry in an ideal testing situation. Alignment of the panel was verified by comparing the strain gages located near the tab at the top of the panel, Figure 19. Strain gages M and N were located on the front on opposite sides of the panel and comparing their data determines side-to-side eccentricity in the specimen loading. Comparison of the measured the N and R, located on the back side of the panel directly behind N, strain gages, determines the front-to-back eccentricity of the specimen loading. Data from all three strain gages correlated very well with each other, shown in Figure 86, indicating that the specimen was uniformly loaded.

For data presentation of the virgin panels, the average far field stress was calculated by dividing the load by the average cross sectional area. The average far field stress was assumed to be the same at all strain gage locations. Additionally, the data from M, N, and R correlated well with the O gage on the front center of the panel and S gage on the back center that were oriented in the 0° loading direction. All of the virgin panels showed this same correlation, refer to Appendix C. A comparison of all of the front-to-back strain gage data on all of the virgin panels, yielded a good match, refer to Appendix C.
Figure 86. Panel 422T average far-field stress versus micro strain from 0° oriented strain gages

Scarf Panel Results

At the beginning of testing of the scarfed panels, a limitation of the data acquisition equipment was discovered. Two types of strain gages were bonded to the specimens, 350 Ω and 120 Ω resistance. The data acquisition equipment did not allow an adjustment in the Wheatstone bridge. During the virgin panel testing, all of the strain gages were 350 Ω resistance. The scarfed panels had some 120 Ω resistance strain gages installed, which were subsequently removed and replaced with 350 Ω resistance strain gages.

All three of the scarfed panels, 419T, 423T, and 420B, broke through the center of the scarf at load values shown in Table 4. The center of the scarf had a smaller cross sectional area than the rest of the panel, including the area under the tabs where the bolt
hole line was located. The 45° plies delaminated away from the 0° plies, leaving ragged appearance to the laminate at the fracture location, pictured in Figure 87 and Figure 88.

Table 4. Failure load values for scarfed panels in lbf

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Failure Load</th>
<th>Load for Audible Cracking</th>
<th>Load for Loud Cracking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>419T</td>
<td>6661</td>
<td>3700</td>
<td>4500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420B</td>
<td>7416</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>4300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>423T</td>
<td>6976</td>
<td></td>
<td>3800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>7018</td>
<td>3850</td>
<td>4200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 87. The front of panel 419T after failure

Alignment of the panels was verified similar to the virgin panels. Strain gages M and N were located on the front on opposite sides of the panel with R located on the back side of the panel directly behind N, identical to the virgin panels, Figure 19. Data from all three strain gages correlated very well with each other indicating no eccentricity in the load introduction to the specimen, shown in Figure 89.
Figure 88. The back of panel 420T after failure

Figure 89. Panel 423T load versus micro strain from select 0° oriented strain gages

A comparison of the same strain gage location on all three of the scarfed panels, yielded a good match for all of the strain gage channels except for Q and U (Figure 90),
for a complete list of all channels refer to Appendix C. The variation in strain gage channel Q and U could have been from the slight variations in hole and scarf diameters, listed in Table 5. A range of outside diameters are listed and refer to the x-direction measurement and the y-direction measurement since the scarfs were not perfect circles. Panel 419T had a smaller cross sectional area due to the slightly larger scarf, which accounts for the smaller failure load and for the greater strains experienced by the 90° oriented strain gages on the sides of the scarfed hole.

Table 5. Measured scarf and hole diameters in inches for scarfed panels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Outside Diameter</th>
<th>Hole Diameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>419T</td>
<td>2.74 to 2.83</td>
<td>1.10 to 1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420B</td>
<td>2.68 to 2.75</td>
<td>1.06 to 1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>423T</td>
<td>2.60 to 2.69</td>
<td>0.98 to 1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 90. Comparison of all scarfed panels stress versus micro strain on channel U
Repaired Panel Results

For the four-repaired panel testing, the original bolts for the grips were replaced with new bolts since the bolts had evidence of yielding, noted when the tightening of the bolts became difficult. The yielding was due to continued over stress from testing and was anticipated. Additionally the new bolts were torqued to 175 inch pounds for added gripping and to avoid slippage in the grips leading to failure in the tab locations.

Panel 423B was tested first and failed in the tab region. During autoclave curing of the scarf patch onto the panels, the panels were subjected to $350^\circ$ F. The adhesive used for bonding the tabs, is only rated for temperatures up to approximately $200^\circ$ F and was considered usable only for room temperature applications. Inspection of the tab adhesive prior to testing the repaired panels showed a color and texture change from their pre-repair condition, from clear firmness to white chalky. The anticipated load capability of a scarf patch was approximately 80% of the original strength (Soutis and Hu, 1998) or approximately 14,500 lbf using the best ultimate load values from the virgin panels. Panel 423B failed at 14,966 lbf in the tab region with major damage to the upper portion of the panel in the gage section and some delamination had occurred in the scarf repair patch and parent panel. Since the failure was not through the scarf repair as expected, this area being considered the weakest portion of the laminate other than the bolt hole line under the tabs, it was decided to retab all remaining panels. Even though the failure load was close to the anticipated failure load, the failure was not in the gage section of the specimen. Additionally the tabs completely debonded from the panel when the gripping fixture was removed.
As noted earlier, removing and reapplying the tabs provided some difficulty. To remove the tabs from the untested repaired panels, each tab was immersed in liquid nitrogen. The coefficient of thermal expansion difference between the laminate and the adhesive caused the already weakened adhesive to fail, allowing the tabs to be removed with a putty knife or in some cases they just fell off. The remains of any old adhesive on the panels and tabs were removed through mild surface abrasion. A new room temperature cure adhesive, Hysol EA9394 two part resin/hardener epoxy system, was used to bond the tabs to the panels, using pins to realign the grip bolt holes in the tabs with the holes in the laminates. The adhesive needed to be cured at room temperature for a week to assure that it was thoroughly cured prior to testing. Each hole was redrilled to remove runoff adhesive in an attempt to not interfere with the gripping fixture. When fitting these retabbed panels into the gripping fixture, extra force had to be exerted to insert the bolts, requiring in some circumstances the use of a soft headed hammer.

The second repaired panel tested, 418T, failed through the center of the panel and scarf repair. During setup of the panel, strain gages O and U had spikes in the signal, which appeared to be loss of signal associated with a short in the lead wires. During analysis of the strain data, the signal spikes were removed because the values were the default value for the data collection software for an open strain gage bridge. Signal loss sometimes occurred for just a moment, but normally when the signal was lost no data was collectable afterwards from that gage. The patch was split in half with sections remaining attached to both halves of the panel, as shown in Figure 91 and Figure 92. The green material on the laminate is the adhesive used to bond the patch to the laminate. Both tabs and tab regions remained intact (see Figure 93). Adjacent to the tabs, some ply
failure and delamination occurred, but the tab adhesive showed no signs of failure (Table 6).

Figure 91. Front view of the bottom half of panel 418T after failure

Figure 92. Back view of the top half of panel 418T after failure
Figure 93. Front view of the bottom tab area of 418T after failure

The two remaining panels failed in the same manner as the second panel 418T. The failure loads are listed in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Failure Load</th>
<th>Load for Audible Cracking</th>
<th>Load for Loud Cracking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>418T</td>
<td>15214</td>
<td>5600</td>
<td>12900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419B</td>
<td>15207</td>
<td>8200</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422B</td>
<td>14619</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>423B</td>
<td>14966</td>
<td>5300</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>14883</td>
<td>6275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td></td>
<td>295</td>
<td>1315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During test setup of panel 422B, strain gage Q was pulled off of the panel and therefore no data was collected for this channel during testing. The data was modified to a show a zero value for data completeness. Panel 422B also had a slight variation in patch configuration from the other panels; the patch ply layup was in reverse order. During
patch application, the panel was discovered to have been scarfed on the opposite side of
the panel as compared the other panels. The patch was made with a reverse ply order to
maintain the orientation match of the patch’s plies with the parent panel’s plies. The data
appears to show no major deviation due to this change.

A comparison of the same strain gage location between all of the scarfed panels,
yielded a good match for most of the strain gage channels (Figure 94), for a complete list
of all channels refer to Appendix C.

![Graph showing stress versus micro strain](image)

**Figure 94. Comparison of all repaired panels stress versus micro strain on channel M**

There was some variation notable in some channels, but all of the same channel strain
gages followed the same trends. Some channels were lost near the end of the test, when
either the strain gage completely debonded or when the gage partially debonded, which
was expected. When the signal was completely lost, the data was zeroed, while a
partially debonded strain gage’s data was plotted. Some of the minor variation between specimen results may be from the differences in hole diameter and outside scarf diameter, listed in Table 7. Panel 422B does not separate the horizontal and vertical strain component measurements, since when the measurements were taken this panel’s hole diameters were deemed too large to include in the testing. When two other panels, which are not included in this thesis, were permanently damaged during autoclave curing of the repair, panel 422B had to be repaired to maintain a minimum of three panels for each type of tensile testing. Complete measurements were not retaken. The results from the panel appear to be valid in spite of the enlarged scarf.

### Table 7. Measured scarf and hole diameters in inches for repaired panels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Outside Diameter</th>
<th>Inside Diameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>419T</td>
<td>2.74 to 2.83</td>
<td>1.10 to 1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420B</td>
<td>2.68 to 2.75</td>
<td>1.06 to 1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>423T</td>
<td>2.6 to 2.69</td>
<td>0.98 to 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>418T</td>
<td>2.69 to 2.79</td>
<td>0.94 to 0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419B</td>
<td>2.67 to 2.78</td>
<td>0.85 to 0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422B</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>423B</td>
<td>2.62 to 2.74</td>
<td>1.00 to 1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Discussion of Results

A comparison of the average ultimate loads achieved by each type of panel to the other panels’ average ultimate load yields the following: the scarfed panels only retained ~44% of the virgin panels load bearing capability and the repaired panels carried ~93% of the load of the virgin panels. A higher value for the virgin panel’s ultimate load was used for three reasons: 1) the expected ultimate load value for the virgin large tensile
testing panels was 18,000 lbf from scaling the one inch tensile test results, 2) all of the virgin panels failed in the tab regions, and 3) the standard deviation for the virgin panels was much larger than the other two types of panels tested. Using this higher ultimate load value in the same comparisons yields: the scarfed panels only retained ~38% of the virgin panels load bearing capability and the repaired panels carried ~81% of the load of the virgin panels. This 81% value is much closer to the anticipated value of 80% noted in results earlier.

Some of the strain gages on each of the three types of panels were placed in the same location on each of the panels. These strain gage channels are compared in this section, thus verifying the data collected and consistency between all of the experiments. To limit the amount of data on one graph, only one representative panel from each type was selected to be shown. Strain gage channels M, N, and R on the virgin and scarfed panels were used to validate that the panels were aligned correctly and that no eccentricity occurred during testing (Figure 95). Additionally, this comparison shows that all of the panels followed the same load versus strain curve. On the virgin and scarfed panels, strain gage channel O measured the strain in the 0° orientation at the center of the panel on a section of the panel above the scarf, for the scarfed panel, Figure 19. These channels were compared to strain gage channel M, located similarly in the repaired panels with good correlation (Figure 96). Oriented in the 90° directions, strain gage channels Q in the virgin panel were located in the center of the panel, and channel Q in the scarfed panel and S in the repaired panel were located to the side of the scarf. Comparison of the two data sets, Figure 97, shows that the repaired panel has had much of the original stiffness restored with the patch.
Figure 95. Strain gages M, N, and R for typical virgin and typical scarfed panel

Figure 96. Strain gage O for typical virgin and scarfed panel, and M for typical repaired panel
Figure 97. Strain gage Q for typical virgin and scarfed panel, and S for typical repaired panel
VI. Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions from Results

The results from both loaded straight scarf joint coupon and the residual strain scarf joint coupon show fair correlation with the applicable B-Spline Analysis Method’s (BSAM) model results and take a step toward validating BSAM’s capability to model scarf joints for both mechanical loading and residual strains. Even though the z-direction Moiré data was fairly noisy due in part to a bad diffraction grating, the results from the Moiré interferometry testing and the BSAM extracted data are within the same order of magnitude and clearly areas of strain concentrations were similar in both results. The x-directional strains and the shear strains also showed fairly good trend matching. The residual strain data showed correlation at times on the edge, which was unexpected, and correlation in the far field regions.

The large scarf repaired tensile loaded specimen’s strain gage data verified that the testing was valid. The specimens failed in the center of the patch where the strain concentrations were shown in the straight scarf joint Moiré results. The repaired panels carried over 80% of the virgin panel load.

Though the steps in manufacturing all of the specimens were relatively straightforward, maintaining a high level of repeatability and precision in the specimens was much more difficult. Many necessary jigs had to be designed and manufactured, which increased the time needed to make the specimens. The learning curve, especially in scarfing, was very steep and significant numbers of practice panels were used.
Key Lessons Learned

There are three key lessons learned: care must be taken with the diffraction grating, a higher loading should be used during Moiré interferometry testing, and the scarf needs to be as uniform as possible. The large amount of noise seen in the Moiré data is mostly from the low quality of the diffraction grating. A better grating would yield better results. If a higher load had been possible, the signal to noise ratio would have been lower allowing much better Moiré interferometry testing results. Future work should try to make the loading force as high as possible. One possible method to do this is through manufacturing of a better quality straight scarf specimen. More accurate results from the BSAM model could have been achieved if the specimen was closer to the ideal that the data was modeling. A more uniform scarf joint would have gone a long way towards this end.

Recommendations for Further Research

The following is a list of recommended research work to further the goals of refining the BSAM model, continued validation of the model, and further understanding of the composite joint properties.

- Continue in the refinement of BSAM. A more robust method of curve matching data taken from specimens would yield more accurate results. Also a better method for extracting data from the model should be devised to limit man hours spent in data extraction. If the program were more user friendly, then possibly the code would come into further use, which would make more accurate composite material modeling available to the research community. These suggestions have
been shared with the BSAM programmers and will hopefully be implemented in the near future.

- Using a better diffraction grating than was used for this thesis, redo the Moiré interferometry experiment done in this thesis. This will verify the results from this thesis and give a better understanding of the variances that did exist between the model and experimental results.

- A complete data analysis of the large tensile test panel data should be done and compared to a BSAM model of the large tensile test specimens in all three configurations. This would further verify BSAM’s capability and advance the understanding of how scarf patches fail.

- Do variations on the Moiré interferometry experiment and BSAM modeling done in this thesis by: modifying the scarf angle, change the ply orientations of the laminate layup, double up the plies with the current layup, use a different adhesive, or changing the laminate material used. Each variation would further validate the BSAM model and increasing understanding of the scarf joint. Some questions that should be addressed in the long term include: what is the optimal layup for the repair patch, how do ply orientations effect the scarf repair, and how does varying the materials used for the repair effect the overall joint properties?

- Often the ideal laboratory repair case, which was attempted in this thesis, is very different than the actual field level case used. A follow on thesis should make the experimental specimens more in line with the actual repairs done in field conditions, by lowering the cure temperatures, lowering cure pressures, and looking into curved surfaces. A further study of the repairs done in the field
would give the technicians applying the scarf patches a better understanding of the expected results and what control parameters are important.
Appendix A: One-Inch Tensile Testing Specimens

Methodology

One of the 12-inch by 24-inch IM6/3501-6 panels with [45/0/-45/90], layup previously discussed, was used to manufacture eighteen tensile testing specimens; ten inch long by one-inch wide, following ASTM D-3039M. All specimen dimensions, except for thickness, were followed precisely from ASTM D-3039M. The thickness was smaller than specified in the standard due to the necessity of matching the laminate layup used for the scarf coupons and scarf panels. Each specimen was labeled for identification that allowed the location where the specimen was cut from on the panel to be distinguishable. The identification included either R for right or L for left distinguishing which side of the panel the specimen was cut from and a number designating the specimen cutting order from the edge that section of panel. The initial cut for the width and the final cut for the length was done on a diamond bladed radial arm saw. Care was taken to align the cutting direction with the orientation of the 0° and 90° plies with the 0° ply running the length of the specimen. The width was controlled to within a thousandth of an inch using a tensile cutting machine. The tensile cutting machine is similar in idea to a router table, but with a precision width adjustment and diamond grinder bit, pictured in Figure 98. The width setting for the tensile cutting machine was based on the narrowest specimen, passing each specimen through before adjusting the machine to a narrower setting. The final width was one inch.
The test was also performed in accordance with ASTM D-3039M. Two inches on each end of the specimen were inserted into the grips, with emery cloth covering both ends of each specimen, per the standard’s recommendation. This left a gage length of six inches. Hydraulic grips pressurized to approximately 360-380 psi were used to grip the specimens. The technician recommended a minimum grip pressure of 36 percent of maximum anticipated tensile load over the entire surface area of the tensile specimen. A preliminary test was run on one specimen, L-9, to verify the gripping ability of the emery cloth and to obtain an anticipated maximum tensile load. This preliminary test was done on a different tensile testing machine than the machine used for the testing and had manually tightened grips. No strain data was taken during this test, and the test was done at a displacement rate of 0.1 inch per minute, twice the recommended speed for testing. This test specimen explosively failed at 4256 lbf after slipping once in the grips, and the grips then being retightened. All subsequent testing was done with shielding around the specimen to contain the specimen pieces or taking care by keeping everyone sufficiently away from the specimen. A one-inch extensometer was attached on some of the
specimens, which provided some strain information that was used in the analysis. The set
up of the gage and tensile machine is shown in Figure 99. All of the specimens were
dried out prior to testing by placing in a vacuum oven at 100° C for a weekend to avoid
effects from water absorption in the laminate. For the first three tests (L-4, L-8, and L-1),
the same emery cloth was used repeatedly until the fourth specimen L-2 slipped.
Therefore all subsequent tests were done with new emery cloth and at a higher grip
pressure; increased by approximately 100 psi. The test was done under displacement
control at a head displacement speed of 0.05 inches per minute.

Figure 99. Elevation view of the test setup for tensile testing with extensometer

Results and Analysis

Final failure load and displacement for all testing is shown in Table 8, except for
specimen L-2 that has been discarded, since the grips slipped during testing. Load versus
displacement for all tests is shown in Figure 100 through Figure 104. It should be noted
that in Figure 100 one specimen appears to dip dramatically. This was specimen L-2 and the dipping was caused by the grips slipping. Graphically, all of the specimens followed roughly the same slope, with only one significant variation of L-2 due to the grips failing to hold the specimen during testing. The ultimate load had a variance of 20% from the highest to the lowest values and a standard deviation of 287 lbf. Some variation could be from slight differences in thicknesses, of about 1 mil from specimen to specimen.

Table 8. Final failure loads and displacements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Ultimate Load (lbf)</th>
<th>Maximum Displacement (in)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L-1</td>
<td>4653</td>
<td>0.1193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-3</td>
<td>4744</td>
<td>0.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-4</td>
<td>4882</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-5</td>
<td>4581</td>
<td>0.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-6</td>
<td>5044</td>
<td>0.1191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-7</td>
<td>4872</td>
<td>0.1257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-8</td>
<td>4924</td>
<td>0.1145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-1</td>
<td>4470</td>
<td>0.1172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-2</td>
<td>4365</td>
<td>0.1105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-3</td>
<td>4510</td>
<td>0.1181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-4</td>
<td>4479</td>
<td>0.1164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-5</td>
<td>4153</td>
<td>0.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-6</td>
<td>4124</td>
<td>0.1097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-7</td>
<td>4335</td>
<td>0.1156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-8</td>
<td>4182</td>
<td>0.1096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-9</td>
<td>4398</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>4544.75</td>
<td>0.114981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>287.25</td>
<td>0.0052997</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 100. All specimens load versus displacement data

Figure 101. Specimens L-1 thru L-4 load versus displacement data
Figure 102. Specimens L-5 thru L-8 load versus displacement data

Figure 103. Specimens R-1 thru R-4 load versus displacement data
Assuming that the thickness and width for all of the specimens are the same, an average cross sectional area was used in calculating the stress:

\[ \sigma = \frac{F_{\text{load}}}{A_{\text{cross\_section}}} \]  

Additionally, the engineering strain was calculated from the head displacement using the following formula:

\[ \varepsilon = \frac{\Delta L}{L_{\text{gage}}} \]  

This assumes that all of the crosshead displacement is a result of strain in the gage section of the specimen. A comparison of the extensometer data for the four specimens where strain data was collected was done with this engineering strain in Figure 105. The extensometers often slipped on the specimen late in the test, shown where the line plots...
drops towards zero while the stress is still increasing. Figure 107 through Figure 110 show the calculated stress versus engineering strain for all of the specimens. The \( u \) strain listed on the x-axis is micro strain \( \times 10^{-6} \).

**Discussion**

During the tensile testing, all of the specimens delaminated near the mid plane, as shown in Figure 111. The laminate sides delaminated outward from the center of the thickness; some pulled apart completely through the width. Another interesting note is the explosive nature of some the specimens at failure, with parts being thrown in all directions.

![Available extensometer data versus calculated strain data](image)

*Figure 105. Available extensometer data versus calculated strain data*
Figure 106. All specimens stress versus u strain

Figure 107. Specimens L-1 thru L-4 stress versus u strain
Figure 108. Specimens L-5 thru L-8 stress versus u strain

Figure 109. Specimens R-1 thru R-4 stress versus u strain
Figure 110. Specimens R-5 thru R-9 stress versus u strain

Figure 111. Schematic and picture of tensile specimen delamination in the thickness
Appendix B: Material Values for FM 300M (0.05 psf) Adhesive

In order to execute BSAM, material property values for all the models needed to be included. Since no manufacturing data was available on the material properties for FM 300M (0.05 psf), testing and data analysis to obtain the needed values was accomplished.

Methodology

A four-inch by four-inch neat adhesive plaque of FM 300M (0.05 psf), which contains a fiber mat carrier and is 0.05 inches thick, was made by stacking layers of adhesive film until the specimen was at least 0.1 inches thick. Since the carrier for the adhesive is a random fiber mat, no attention was paid as to whether each piece laid in the stack was oriented along the roll axis or not. Approximately 30 pieces each slightly greater than four inches by four inches were stacked together. Curing was done per the manufacturer’s recommended cycle of: 90-minute ramp to 350°F and hold for one hour at 45 psi. A barrier was placed around the plaque during curing to keep the adhesive from flowing away from the mat. An ultrasound of the plaque showed that there were no major flaws or porosity internal to the plaque, but a slight warp was present. The plaque was then cut to four inches by four inches on the diamond bladed radial arm saw.

The plaque was cut into four specimens using a diamond bladed radial arm saw. Two of the specimens were four inches long by 0.751 inches wide by 0.234 inches thick and 0.753 inches wide by 0.226 inches thick. These specimens were used for tensile testing with strain gages to measure modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio for the
material. Tensile testing was conducted in the x-direction on the two tensile testing specimens with a $0^\circ$-$90^\circ$ strain gage rosette attached to the center of the specimen. One inch of each end was placed in hydraulic grips, leaving two inches for the gage length.

The remaining two specimens were cut to two inches by two inches and were used to measure the coefficient of thermal expansion. Each specimen had a $0^\circ$-$90^\circ$ strain gage rosette, or two strain gages placed at $90^\circ$ orientation to each other, bonded to the center of the specimens. The specimens were placed into a temperature-controlled oven at room temperature, initially measured at $81^\circ$ F. The temperature was then varied from $-10^\circ$ to $190^\circ$ F in the following manner: changing the temperature at $4^\circ$ F per minute for five minutes, holding temperature for 15 minutes to allow the specimens and chamber to reach equilibrium, and then repeating the previous steps until the whole temperature range had been covered. The temperature was first increased to $190^\circ$ F, then lowered to $-10^\circ$ F, and finally increased back to room temperature. A compensating strain gage was used to eliminate the thermal effects from the strain gages used to measure the adhesive coefficient of thermal expansion. A matching strain gage was mounted on a titanium silicate specimen placed in the chamber with the adhesive specimens. Since titanium silicate has a coefficient of thermal expansion close to zero, the only strain measured by the gage was effectively the strain gage’s expansion strain from the gage’s coefficient of thermal expansion. By subtracting the compensating gage’s strain measurements from all of the strain adhesive specimens’ measurements during testing, the coefficient of thermal expansion for the strain gages had no effect on the data. Data was collected every minute during testing.
Results and Analysis

The tensile testing data was processed for presentation. The strain data collected from tensile testing was converted from voltage to inches per inches utilizing the gage factor, while the load data was converted to stress data by dividing the load in lbf by the cross sectional area in square inches. The results are shown in Figure 112. Since each specimen had two directions of strain gage data, all strains are plotted against stress. The two directions of strain gaging are also plotted against other in Figure 113. In both cases, the two specimen’s results to be well matched.

The modulus of elasticity was determined by fitting a straight line to the stress versus strain data using the method of least squares, per ASTM E-111-97 direction. Since the material does not follow a linear stress-strain behavior, the tangent method was used in calculating the modulus. A very small amount of data at the very beginning of the curve, where the data was more likely to be linear, was used to generate the straight line. Within the first five seconds of data in one of the data sets, a large change, on the order of 50 times the average value in the neighboring data, in the strain was noted. For this reason, the first five seconds of data was eliminated from the calculation in all of the data sets. Only ten seconds of data, or 100 data points ranging from ~100 psi to ~250 psi, were used in the linear calculation. Figure 114 thru Figure 117 show the graphs of the full data sets, the data used for the linear fitting of the data, and the linear fits for both directions in both specimens. The linear fit was allowed to adjust the y intercept to better fit the data, not forcing the fitting line to cross the x-axis at zero, since the zeroing of the data could have been slightly off and strain gages tend to not be as precise at lower values. In all cases, the coefficient of determination or correlation (R^2) reveals very good
correlation between the data and the linear fit of the data. The modulus of elasticity is the slope of the linear fit of the x-direction data and can be read directly from the figures. The slope of the y-direction data can be converted to the modulus of elasticity by dividing by the negative value by Poisson’s ratio (ν). Good correlation between all values was noted.

\[ \nu = -\frac{y_{\text{directional strain}}}{x_{\text{directional strain}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

\[ x_{\text{dir}} = -\frac{y_{\text{dir}}}{\nu} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Figure 112. Stress versus strain for FM 300M (0.05 psf) specimens
Figure 113. X-directional strain versus negative y-directional strain in FM-300M specimens

\[ y = 461150.400x + 70.051 \]
\[ R^2 = 1.000 \]

Figure 114. Tensile test specimen 1 modulus of elasticity using x-directional strain

\[ y = 461150.400x + 70.051 \]
\[ R^2 = 1.000 \]
Figure 115. Tensile test specimen 1 modulus of elasticity using negative y-directional strain

Figure 116. Tensile test specimen 2 modulus of elasticity using x-directional strain
Figure 117. Tensile test specimen 2 modulus of elasticity using negative y-directional strain

ASTM E-132-97 was used as a guide to calculate Poisson’s ratio. The x-direction strain and the y-direction strain were plotted against each other, a line is fitted to the data using the method of least squares, and the slope of the fitted line is Poisson’s ratio. All data points were used in the calculation, since results for the shorter range used for the modulus of elasticity calculation above gave similar results to using the entire range of data. Both specimens Poisson’s ratio values are very close to each other, as shown in Figure 118 and Figure 119. The coefficient of determination ($R^2$) for both linear interpolations are very near to one, showing good correlation between the linear fit and the actual data.
Figure 118. Tensile test specimen 1 Poisson’s ratio

Figure 119. Tensile test specimen 2 Poisson’s ratio
The only value for the coefficient of thermal expansion needed was room temperature, therefore the coefficient of thermal expansion was calculated from a small subset of the full dataset. The full data set is shown in Figure 120, with all strain gage values plotted against the control chamber’s temperature.

![Figure 120. All specimens and gage data for FM 300M (0.05 psf) CTE test](image)

ASTM E-831-03 was consulted, but not followed in the calculation of the coefficient of thermal expansion. The data for each strain gage was plotted and a linear fit using the method of least squares was used, shown in Figure 121 through Figure 124.
Figure 121. CTE data for strain gage 1 for FM 300M (0.05 psf)

Figure 122. CTE data for strain gage 2 for FM 300M (0.05 psf)
Figure 123. CTE data for strain gage 3 for FM 300M (0.05 psf)

Figure 124. CTE data for strain gage 4 for FM 300M (0.05 psf)
Once again, the coefficients of determination (R²) for all of the linear interpolations are near to one. The graphs were plotted with the temperature on the y-axis for ease in plotting as well as in linear interpolation. The fitting lines were all forced to go through 81° F at zero strain. This was the start temperature for the test and when all of the strain gages were zeroed.

As can be seen, when the chamber temperature was incremented there was a lag in the strain gage’s reading. The strain would then finally stabilize, prior to another chamber temperature increment. Only the steady state strain values were needed for the coefficient of thermal expansion calculation. The data was filtered in the following way: only data between 25-125° F was considered, the chamber temperature had changed by <= 2° F from the last data point, and the strain in all strain gages did not vary from the last reading by <= 5 u-strain. This narrowed down the range of data considerably; from 400+ data points to 34. The overall value of the linear fit line’s slope didn’t change by much compared to the unfiltered data’s linear fit, shown in Figure 125 through Figure 128. The coefficient of thermal expansion was calculated by inverting the slope of the linearly fitted line. Therefore the average value was approximately 34.8 micro strain per °F.

A comparison with manufacturer published data and equivalent epoxy resin was made. For an isotropic material, the modulus of elasticity (E) and shear modulus (G) are related by the following formula using the Poisson ratio ($\nu$):

$$E = 2G(1 + \nu)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)
Figure 125. Filtered CTE data for strain gage 1 for FM 300M (0.05 psf)

Figure 126. Filtered CTE data for strain gage 2 for FM 300M (0.05 psf)
Figure 127. Filtered CTE data for strain gage 3 for FM 300M (0.05 psf)

Figure 128. Filtered CTE data for strain gage 4 for FM 300M (0.05 psf)
Cytec Engineered Materials, the adhesive manufacturer, provided data on a FM 300-06M, which has a slightly thicker carrier mat than the adhesive used in this program, which creates a thicker bondline. The manufacturer’s adhesive data was for an adhesive cured using the same cycle as the plaque used in this thesis. The manufacturer performed a KGR-1 testing method, which is an industrial standard testing of lap-shear in adhesives and is very different from the test conducted in this thesis. For room temperature the average shear modulus was 93,507 psi, with a high value of 104,345 psi over the five room temperature tests; compared to the calculated value of 164,500 psi from this experimental data. IM6/3501-6’s matrix material is an epoxy resin similar to the FM 300M (0.05 psf) adhesive. The material properties of both materials are shown in Table 2 to show that the values obtained are reasonable.

| Table 9. Comparison of material properties of FM 300M (0.05 psf) to IM6/3501-6 epoxy |
|--------------------------------|---------------------------------|------------------|
| Modulus of elasticity         | 164,500 psi                     | 1,420,000 psi    |
| Poisson’s ratio                | 0.38                            | 0.33             |
| Coefficient of thermal expansion | 34.8 µ strain/°F               | 14.9 µ strain/°F |
Appendix C: Full Results for Large Tensile Test Panels

All of the x-axis charts for this Appendix are labeled as u strain, which means micro strain $\times 10^6$. For information on the strain gage location, refer to Figure 19.

Results from Virgin Panels

Figure 129. Panel 418B average stress versus micro strain from all strain gages
Figure 130. Panel 418B average stress versus micro strain from 0° oriented strain gages

Figure 131. Panel 418B average stress versus micro strain from non 0° oriented strain gages
Figure 132. Panel 425B average stress versus micro strain from all strain gages

Figure 133. Panel 425B average stress versus micro strain from 0° oriented strain gages
Figure 134. Panel 425B average stress versus micro strain from non 0° oriented strain gages

Figure 135. Panel 422T average stress versus micro strain from all strain gages
Figure 136. Panel 422T average stress versus micro strain from $0^\circ$ oriented strain gages

Figure 137. Panel 422T average stress versus micro strain from non $0^\circ$ oriented strain gages
Figure 138. Comparison of all virgin panels stress versus micro strain on channel M

Figure 139. Comparison of all virgin panels stress versus micro strain on channel N
Figure 140. Comparison of all virgin panels stress versus micro strain on channel O

Figure 141. Comparison of all virgin panels stress versus micro strain on channel P
Figure 142. Comparison of all virgin panels stress versus micro strain on channel Q

Figure 143. Comparison of all virgin panels stress versus micro strain on channel R
Figure 144. Comparison of all virgin panels stress versus micro strain on channel S

Figure 145. Comparison of all virgin panels stress versus micro strain on channel T
Figure 146. Comparison of all virgin panels stress versus micro strain on channel U
Results from Scarfed Panels

Figure 147. Panel 419T load versus micro strain from all strain gages

Figure 148. Panel 419T load versus micro strain from select $0^\circ$ oriented strain gages
Figure 149. Panel 419T load versus micro strain from strain gages located on side of scarf

Figure 150. Panel 423T load versus micro strain from all strain gages
Figure 151. Panel 423T load versus micro strain from select 0° oriented strain gages

Figure 152. Panel 423T load versus micro strain from strain gages located on side of scarf
Figure 153. Panel 420B load versus micro strain from all strain gages

Figure 154. Panel 420B load versus micro strain from select 0° oriented strain gages
Figure 155. Panel 420B load versus micro strain from strain gages located on side of scarf

Figure 156. Comparison of all scarfed panels stress versus micro strain on channel M
Figure 157. Comparison of all scarfed panels stress versus micro strain on channel N

Figure 158. Comparison of all scarfed panels stress versus micro strain on channel O
Figure 159. Comparison of all scarfed panels stress versus micro strain on channel P

Figure 160. Comparison of all scarfed panels stress versus micro strain on channel Q
Figure 161. Comparison of all scarfed panels stress versus micro strain on channel R

Figure 162. Comparison of all scarfed panels stress versus micro strain on channel S
Figure 163. Comparison of all scarfed panels stress versus micro strain on channel T

Figure 164. Comparison of all scarfed panels stress versus micro strain on channel U
Results from Repaired Panels

Figure 165. Panel 423B load versus micro strain from all strain gages

Figure 166. Panel 423B load versus micro strain from all strain gages in compression
Figure 167. Panel 423B load versus micro strain from strain gages M, N, O, P, and R

Figure 168. Panel 423B load versus micro strain from strain gages T, U, V, W, and Y
Figure 169. Panel 418T load versus micro strain from all strain gages

Figure 170. Panel 418T load versus micro strain from all strain gages in compression
Figure 171. Panel 418T load versus micro strain from strain gages M, N, O, P, and R

Figure 172. Panel 418T load versus micro strain from strain gages T, U, V, W, and Y
Figure 173. Panel 419B load versus micro strain from all strain gages

Figure 174. Panel 419B load versus micro strain from all strain gages in compression
Figure 175. Panel 419B load versus micro strain from strain gages M, N, O, P, and R

Figure 176. Panel 419B load versus micro strain from strain gages T, U, V, W, and Y
Figure 177. Panel 422B load versus micro strain from all strain gages

Figure 178. Panel 422B load versus micro strain from all strain gages in compression
Figure 179. Panel 422B load versus micro strain from strain gages M, N, O, P, and R

Figure 180. Panel 422B load versus micro strain from strain gages T, U, V, W, and Y
Figure 181. Comparison of all repaired panels stress versus micro strain on channel M

Figure 182. Comparison of all repaired panels stress versus micro strain on channel N
Figure 183. Comparison of all repaired panels stress versus micro strain on channel 0

Figure 184. Comparison of all repaired panels stress versus micro strain on channel P
Figure 185. Comparison of all repaired panels stress versus micro strain on channel Q

Figure 186. Comparison of all repaired panels stress versus micro strain on channel R
Figure 187. Comparison of all repaired panels stress versus micro strain on channel S

Figure 188. Comparison of all repaired panels stress versus micro strain on channel T
Figure 189. Comparison of all repaired panels stress versus micro strain on channel U

Figure 190. Comparison of all repaired panels stress versus micro strain on channel V
Figure 191. Comparison of all repaired panels stress versus micro strain on channel W

Figure 192. Comparison of all repaired panels stress versus micro strain on channel X
Figure 193. Comparison of all repaired panels stress versus micro strain on channel Y

Figure 194. Comparison of all repaired panels stress versus micro strain on channel Z
Comparison of Results from Virgin, Scarfed, and Repaired Panels

Figure 195. Strain gages M, N, and R for typical virgin and typical scarfed panel

Figure 196. Strain gage O for typical virgin and scarfed panel, and M for typical repaired panel
Figure 197. Strain gage Q for typical virgin and scarfed panel, and S for typical repaired panel

Figure 198. Strain gage S for typical virgin and scarfed panel, and T for typical repaired panel
Figure 199. Strain gage U for typical virgin and scarfed panel, and Z for typical repaired panel

Figure 200. Select front strain gages on a typical virgin, scarfed, and repaired panel
Figure 201. Select back strain gages on a typical virgin, scarfed, and repaired panel
Appendix D: Data Processing and Image Analysis Guideline for Moiré Interferometry

Introduction

The following guide (Colleary, 2003) documents the Moiré data processing steps using the Transform program, a subprogram in Research Systems Noesys 2.0 that is not currently sold or supported by the parent company. Modifications for minor formatting and error correction have been approved by Greg Schoeppner, the document owner. Most of the original formatting has been left to maintain readability.

The data collected by the camera has to be preprocessed, which includes unfolding the data thereby removing the $2\pi$ ambiguity in the dataset. The data is then imported into the Transform program and converted from fringe pattern values to displacements values. The displacement fields for the null state data and the affected state data are aligned and then subtracted from each other. The resulting data is the displacements caused by the change from the null to the test state. A zero mask is created by adding all the zero data locations together for both the x and z directional displacement data and then eliminating the smaller of the zero data locations caused by flaws in the diffraction grating and testing from the mask. All of the zero data in the displacement fields is filled in by interpolating the values from the data. The zero mask is then multiplied by the fields, thereby maintaining the larger zero value locations, such as at the top and bottom edges of the specimen. The displacements can be smoothed at this point, but were not smoothed for this thesis. The data was then scaled to the
specimen size, in SI units, and the origin is set. Strains are then calculated by taking the
derivatives of the data. A final comparison of the data is done against the model as a
verification that no mistakes were made and to determine how many times the strains
should be smoothed.

Assumptions

1. Data collected has been unfolded (with any unfolding errors corrected) and unfolded
   files have the suffix “.unf”.
2. Rotation of the specimen during the test is not a factor, and no “photo-stitching” is
   necessary.

Beginning Notes

1. See Step 8 before beginning, to decide what files to process.
2. See David Mollenhauer with any questions during processing.

Step 1: Convert Unfolded Data into Displacement

In your data directory, add a folder called “UNF Files”. Copy all of the ‘.unf’ files into
this new folder.

Open the Transform program in Classic Mac mode.
   Click on the apple→System Prefs→Classic and check to see if running.
   Transform is under Mac HD→Apps→Work Apps→Transform PPC

Select Macros→b_UNF_to_DISP_Moiré
(For PC, select macros → b_UNF_to_DISP_Moiré_PC)

Select a ‘.unf’ file

At the prompt “Set the filename” type *_dsp where * is the unique identifier for that set
of data (ie, Ua_dsp, Ve_dsp)

This generates a table and transform file of the name you supplied.

Generate an image (Command-G), choose Colortables→Rainbow Banded

For Mac, Hit Command-W twice to close the window, then the prompt to save the data
will come up. Hit enter three times to save the data and clear all the messages.
For PC, save data and close all of the windows.
Go through the above procedure using the macro until all your .unf files have been converted. Drag the original unf files into your “UNF Files” directory. This acts as a backup point. Hold down the command key to select more than one file.

Make folder “Displacements”. Drag new dsp files into this directory.

Make folder “Fringe Data”. Drag all the rest of the files into this directory.

Duplicate the Displacement folder. This is again a backup point.

**Step 2: Image Synchronizing- Match Null and Test Fields**

Open the displacement files for a set of null and test fields. (ie, Ua and Uaa)

Generate an image of the null field (command-G).

Image→Rectangle Size→Change zoom factors to 1:1

Select the test field (loaded data) and generate a contour plot by using Command-K. For the PC, remove axes from the contour plot (go to the burgundy axes tool on the left side of the transform window and then use the on/off toggle at the upper left hand corner of the transform window). Default settings for the contour plot should be acceptable. Cut and paste the contour plot onto the null field image, and check the fit. (To zoom in, adjust the zoom factor of the null field after you have overlaid the contour plot) If fit is OK, move on to next dataset.

To correct the fit of the contour plot over the null image, use the commands “rotrows” and “rotcols” to move the contour plot:

Open the notebook for the null data by selecting the null set and using Numbers→Notebook (or Command-N). Add lines as needed. A negative sign moves the plot left and up.

*Keep track of the shifts you make because you will need to delete some of the shifted columns and rows later.*

**The V field must be changed the same amount as the U field.**

Example: To shift the plot “Uaa” three columns down, type:

```
Uaa_dsp_shift=rotcols(Uaa_dsp,3)
```

Example: To shift the plot “Uaa” three columns up and one row right:

```
Uaa_dsp_shift=rotrows(rotcols(Uaa_dsp,1),-3)
```
Press Command-R to calculate from notebook, creating a dataset called “Uaa_dsp_shift”. Regenerate the plot from this using Command-K, then cut and paste over the null field to check the fit. Adjust the notebook settings as needed. Once the fit is good, save the “Uaa_dsp_shift” file, not the other files. Repeat as needed for all of the displacement files.

After all of the null fields and test fields are synchronized, you will need to rename the “_shift” files. This cannot be done simply by renaming the file. Open up all of the files that have the name “_shift”, and open the notebook of one of them. Enter the command “newfile=oldfile”, ie “Uaa_dsp=Uaa_dsp_shift”. This will overwrite the _dsp file with the synchronized data.

Next, to delete the shifted datapoints, open the data windows. Select the data from the next line or column over from the shifted data, copy, and paste into shifted data. Backup files.

If significant synchronization changes are performed, common data areas must be extracted from all of the files.

**Step 3: Subtract Null Data from Test data**

Open a null and test data set for both the U and V fields. This should be four files: a U null and test, and a V null and test. Then, open a new dataset by clicking on File→New, and name the new dataset “Formula_Template”. Save the dataset, then open the notebook.

The following notebook entries perform the operations of rotating the specimen 90° CCW (to make specimen data appear spatially correct), subtracting the null from the test data, changes signs if necessary, and multiplies by a zero mask.

*Ideally, use the same zero field for both U and V fields as executed with the Zero_a command line below. (Execute each of the lines below individually or highlight multiple lines to run using Ctrl-R) The rowflip() and transpose() commands do not have to be used if the specimen configuration is correct. See note below.*

Zero_a=rowflip(transpose(NEmask(Ua_dsp,0)*NEmask(Uaa_dsp,0)*NEmask(Va_dsp,0)*NEmask(Vaa_dsp,0))
    Ua245=rowflip(transpose(Uaa_dsp-Ua_dsp+0.0+.0000))*Zero_a
    Va245=rowflip(transpose(Vaa_dsp-Ua_dsp+0.0+.0000))*Zero_a
    Print(min(Ua245))
    Print(min(Va245))

or
Zero_a = NEmask(Ua_dsp,0)*NEmask(Uaa_dsp,0)*NEmask(Va_dsp,0)*NEmask(Vaa_dsp,0)
Ua245 = (Uaa_dsp-Ua_dsp+0.0+.0000)*Zero_a
Va245 = (Vaa_dsp-Ua_dsp+0.0+.0000)*Zero_a
Print(min(Ua245))
Print(min(Va245))

Record U and V minimums after running the calculations.

Notes:
-The rowflip and transpose commands are necessary only to correct camera/specimen orientation.

The first line creates a NEmask in each of the sets, setting all points where no data occurs to zero. Ua245 and Va245 are the new datasets created by the subtraction of the null field from the test field. These files can be named as appropriate.

Run these calculations from the notebook once. In the notebook, a min value for Ua245 and Va245 will be printed. Cut and paste these values into the second and third lines over the 0.0 section. Do not use the negative sign from the minimum value. Change .0000 to .00001. Rerun these calculations to get the actual displacement data. Generate images of Ua245 and Va245, check the signs (This is accomplished during Moiré data collection. For details see David. Alternatively, the signs can be checked with an accurate analysis). If the displacements signs are incorrect, multiply the dataset by –1 using the notebook. Save the final displacement files.

Make a backup of these files in a separate directory.

Step 4: Create a Global Zero Mask, and Fill Data

To make all “zero” data points equal to zero, use the mask functions. For example, if the zero points are equal to 6.03e-04, open the notebook and type:

Junk=GTmask(U, 6.03e-04)
U_245=Junk*U

Open the Formula_Template notebook and use the following:

Zero_Mask=NEmask (U_245,0)  where U_245 is the filename

Generate an image of the mask, make sure rectangle sizes are all 1:1, and save it as a .tif file. Open this file in Adobe Photoshop and fill in black spots as needed.

Return to Transform. Open the file (ie, U_245)
Numbers→Fill Missing Data, select Weighted Fill and Linear Interpolation. This creates a file with extension “_md”.
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Open notebook of file.

\[ U245 = U245_{\text{md}} \times \text{Zero\_Mask} \]

**Step 5: Smooth Data**

Copy appropriate zero mask file to name “Zero\_mask”

Open the files U245 and Zero\_Mask.

Click on the U245 data set and go to Macros → Smoothing (Generates U245_{s})

Enter number of desired smoothing passes. (typical value may be 25 or higher)

**Step 6: Determine Scale and Coordinate System**

Open the zero mask.

![Figure 202. Scaling and coordinate system schematic for Moiré data processing](image)

Pick a point on the specimen and its corresponding point on the image to use as your coordinate system origin.

Determine the coordinates of several points on the image and measure the corresponding points as closely as possible on the specimen to determine the mm-to-pixel ratio.

If only a single dimension can accurately be determined on the specimen, assume a 1:1 correspondence in the x and y directions, refer to Figure 202.
Open the notebook and generate a scale_mask

$$\text{Scale\_mask}=\text{Zero\_mask}*0+1$$

Change the entry corresponding to the new origin that was selected in the Scale_mask from a “1” to a “2” so that the new origin can be checked after running the scaling macro.

Calculate the new top left coordinate of the data set (which should be the coordinates based on the default origin.)

Go to the macros pull down menu and run d_scaling macro. New file should have your desired origin at (0,0). Check the new file to be sure that the “2” entry corresponds to the desired new origin. If correct, change the “2” entry back to a “1”.

Note: The required scale factor could be negative, due to the fact that the computer display has a “negative” coordinate system (neg,neg) quadrant.

On the zero mask, go to Numbers→Generate Scales (Creates Zero_Mask_s). Close the original (Zero_Mask) and open the notebook.

$$\text{Zero\_mask}=\text{Scale\_Mask}*\text{Zero\_Mask\_s}$$
$$\text{U}=\text{Scale\_Mask}*\text{U245\_s}$$

Note: Generate Scales is performed to create a duplicate file with a different name because the notebook calculations can’t create a file with the same name.

Backup files.

**Step 7: Create Strains**

Open formula_template notebook.

$$\text{Exx}=\text{ddx(U)}*\text{EQmask}(\text{smooth(NEmask(U,0),1),1})$$
$$\text{Eyy}=\text{ddy(V)}*\text{EQmask}(\text{smooth(NEmask(V,0),1),1})$$
$$\text{Gxy}=(\text{ddx(V)}+\text{ddy(U)})*\text{EQmask}(\text{smooth(NEmask(U,0),1),1})$$

Note: The ‘NEmask(U,0)’ and the ‘NEmask(V,0)’ can be replaced with the Zero_mask if the same zero field is use for both the U and V displacements.

The EQmask portion of the equations is done to eliminate edge differentiation errors.
Step 8: Compare Data

A few choices present themselves:

1. After processing of experimental data is complete, perform the same processing with the analytical model data, then compare

OR


Then compare strains with micrographs, etc to obtain the necessary data output.
Appendix E: BSAM Results for Tensile Load and Residual Strain Models

All of the full field strain views are shown on the same color scale (Figure 27), white is used to show strains larger than the set maximum bound and black is used to show all strains below the set lower bound with the colors of the rainbow (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and indigo) distinguishing the strains in between the maximum and minimum bounds. The upper and lower bounds for all full fields shown are 0.008 and -0.008 micro strain respectively.

BSAM Results for Tensile Loaded Model

Figure 203. Full field $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for tensile loaded specimen
Figure 204. Full field $\varepsilon_{xy}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for tensile loaded specimen

Figure 205. Full field $\varepsilon_{xz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for tensile loaded specimen

Figure 206. Full field $\varepsilon_{yz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for tensile loaded specimen
Figure 207. Full field $\varepsilon_{xy}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for tensile loaded specimen

Figure 208. Full field $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for tensile loaded specimen

Figure 209. Full field $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}$" into model width for tensile loaded specimen
Figure 210. Full field $\varepsilon_{xy}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}''$ into model width for tensile loaded specimen

Figure 211. Full field $\varepsilon_{xz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}''$ into model width for tensile loaded specimen

Figure 212. Full field $\varepsilon_{yy}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}''$ into model width for tensile loaded specimen
Figure 213. Full field $\varepsilon_{yz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}''$ into model width for tensile loaded specimen

Figure 214. Full field $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}''$ into model width for tensile loaded specimen
BSAM Results for Residual Strain Models

Figure 215. Full field $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for residual strain specimens

Figure 216. Full field $\varepsilon_{xy}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for residual strain specimens
Figure 217. Full field $\varepsilon_{xz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for residual strain specimens

Figure 218. Full field $\varepsilon_{yx}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for residual strain specimens

Figure 219. Full field $\varepsilon_{yz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for residual strain specimens
Figure 220. Full field $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at edge of model for residual strain specimens

Figure 221. Full field $\varepsilon_{xx}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}$" into width of model for residual strain specimens

Figure 222. Full field $\varepsilon_{xy}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}$" into width of model for residual strain specimens
Figure 223. Full field $\varepsilon_{xz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}''$ into width of model for residual strain specimens

Figure 224. Full field $\varepsilon_{yy}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}''$ into width of model for residual strain specimens

Figure 225. Full field $\varepsilon_{yz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}''$ into width of model for residual strain specimens
Figure 226. Full field $\varepsilon_{zz}$ strains extracted from BSAM at $\frac{1}{4}$" into width of model for residual strain specimens
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Experimentation and Analysis of Composite Scarf Joint

Composite bonded scarf repairs were examined by experimentally measuring and analytically predicting the residual curing strains and strains due to mechanical loading. To accomplish this a three prong approach was used: a full strain field through a repaired laminate’s thickness was measured for both a loaded specimen and a specimen with the residual strain released, models were developed for comparison to both states, and data was collected for large tensile test specimens at various stages of being scarf repaired. A ~14:1 straight scarfed one-inch wide specimen was used to collect Moiré interferometry data to calculate a full strain field due to mechanical loading and strain release. A three-dimensional thermo mechanical linear elastic analysis using an Air Force Research Laboratory in-house stress analysis program B-Spline Analysis Method (BSAM) results were correlated to the Moiré interferometry test results. Three large tensile test specimens were tested as manufactured, three were tested with a scarfed hole in the center, and the remaining were tested with a scarf repair centered on a hole in the center. The strain gage results from the panels are presented. An additional feature of this work was to document each of the difficulties present in the given methods incorporated in this research.
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